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ABSTRACT 
This thesis. "The Beta Spectra of the Mass 12 Nuclei." is 
mainly concerned with an experimental test of the conserved-vector-
current theory. This theory predicts a deviation from the allowed 
12 12 
shape of the Band N beta spectra. The ratio of the shape factors 
of the two spectra is expected to have an energy dependence of 
1.10.!. O. 17 percent per Mev. If the CVC hypothesis is not invoked. 
this ratio is estimated to be an order of magnitude smaller. The two 
spectra have been measured with a magnetic spectrometer and found 
to give for this ratio the value 1.30 + 0.31 percent per Mev. In addition 
12 12 
the branching fraction of the N decay to the 7.6-Mev state of C 
has been determined to be 3.0 .!. 0.5 percent. The geometrical mean 
of the two shape factors was observed to have an unexpected linear 
energy dependence of 1.18 percent per Mev. Theoretical estimates 
are made of relevant matrix elem e nts in search of a n under standing 
of this. Baffle penetration b y the beta particles gives a systematic 
effect estimated to account for about one third of the observed mean 
shape factor. The uncertainty in this estimate precludes a definite 
conclusion on the actual presence of this term in the spectra. Such 
p enetration is expected . however, to have littl e influence on the con-
served vector current theory test. A preliminar y report of this work 
has been published (l,2). 
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1 
1. THEORY 
U niver sal Fermi Interaction 
The suggestion has been made by several investigators (4 ) 
that the nuclear beta - decay interaction is just one manifestation of 
a Universal Fermi Interaction. It will be useful to give a definition 
of u niver sality in anticipation of our needs here. 
In the conventional field theory form ul ation the Lagrangian 
is written 
L = L:L + ll.-. . 
tota l fr ee lnterachon 
(1) 
where the fir st S'.lm extends over all the elementary p artic les and 
the second sum is over all the fundamental interactions among the 
elementary particles . Whether or not it is meaningful to select 
certain particles as "elementary" and certain interactions as "funda -
mental" are important questions which will not be considered here . 
The weak interactions a m ong the non - strange fermions are 
n+j5 - e+v ( Za) 
(Zb) 
n + p ~ ~ + v ( Zc ) 
where n, p , e, v , and ~ represent respectively the neutron , proton , 
electron , neutrino, and negative m uon , and the bar over a symbol 
indicates the antiparticle . Moving a particle from one side of the 
Z 
reaction to the other changes it into the antiparticle . Thus the 
reactions 
n _ p+e+v (3a) 
p --- n+e+v (3b) 
p+e - n+v (3c) 
n+v _ p+e (3d) 
are formally equival ent althou gh representing different processes 
(electron decay , positron decay , electron capture , and neutrino cap -
ture respective l y) . The postu l ate ( 5) is that the pairs in reactions 
Za - 2c , (np) , ( ev), and (f.LV ) , interact to produce the other pairs as 
indicated. The uni v ersality h y pothesis is that the strength of the 
interaction and the form ( scalar , vector , etc . ) of the interaction are 
the same between any two p3.ir s . 
A more familiar example of a '.lniversal coupling is e l ectro -
2 
magnetism where the coupling constant , e , has the same magnitude 
for the electron , proton , m uon , pion , etc ., and the coupling form is 
vector in all cases . This example is misleading , howev er , because 
uni v ersality does not as sert that exactly the same coupling constant 
and precisel y the same coupling form will be observed experimentally . 
The presence of other interactions will in general modify the b ehavior 
of the actual phy s i cal particle . 
Why then does the univer sality of electromagnetism show 
through so clearly in spi te of the presence of very m uch stronger 
3 
interactions that could i n principle alter e 2 in a fashion dependent 
upon the other couplings possessed by the particle? This situation 
i s <~mder stood as a consequence of the principle of charge conservation • 
.l. 
Thus, for example, the s t rong coupling p _ n + ,, ' preserves the 
net charge before and after the interaction. The amplitude for the 
proton to virtually dissociate into a neutron and a posi tive pion does 
not change the net charge of the system , although influencing the dis -
tr ibution of this charge . 
O n the other hand, the proton can positron decay (i n nuclei ) 
while the neutron cannot; hence one might expect crudely that the 
effective beta - decay coupling would be reduced due to such v i rtual 
dissoc i ation . All one could then hope for is that the '.lniversality of 
the interacti on is not complete l y obscured by the strong interactions. 
In fac t , experiment seems to indicate that the axial vector coupling 
constant, - G
A
, is about 20% larger ( 6) than the vector coupling con -
s tant , G
V
' P resumably this is just such an effect . F ortunately the 
decay f.1 - e + v + v a llows t he determination of the beta - dec ay 
cou pling constant without interference from the strong interactions , 
since none o f the partic les in<volved i s strongly coupled . 
Conser ved Vector C u rrent H y pothesis 
Surprisingly , the co u pling constant derived from m '.lon decay , 
G f.1 , and G
V 
as determined from nuclear phys ics (7) are equal 
within a few percent. The problem now i s to explain why G
V 
is no t 
4 
different from G fl. lTI spite of the strong interactions that are sup -
posedl}' responsible for the di sparity between -G A and G y 
To understand this , it was proposed (8 , 9) that the vector part 
of the beta - decay current is conserved in analogy to the conservation 
of the vector electromagnetic current. Th .l S was born the conser v ed -
vector - current (eye) theor y . 
Such a theor y automatically predicts Gy ;: G fl. , except for 
electromagnetic corrections , and to further test its validity one m u st 
look for other conseq uences . 
The interaction of the strongly interacting particles with the 
. em 
electromagnetic field , A , can be Wrltten J ' A whe r e 
u 
em . r:t=' ' -J ;: "I 47i' e L lJ.l Y 
u u 
1 * * 
-2 (1 + T ) lJ.l + i(6 T [) q, - ([) q,) T cD) + ... ] 
z . zu u z · 
is the electromagnetic current with 
T P - n ;: - p,T - n , 
z z 
+ + 0 
T 7i' - = + it- T 7i' = 0 , , z z 
+ ° lJ.l = n or p , and <p - iT , 7i 
Only the nucleon and plon contrib r.ltions have been written 
explicitly . F or convenience , we w i ll treat the strong interactions 
(4) 
as consi sting fundamentally of the p i on - nucleon interaction. Whether 
or not this is a valid description is not relevant to the problem at 
hand , the essential postulate being that isotopic spin is conserved 
b y the strong interactions . The isotopic v ector part (z component) 
5 
of this current is then 
- 1 ':' 
= .J 4 7r ' e l tjJ y - T l\J + i( cj> T 8 cj> 
a 2 z z a (5) 
As d i scussed above , the pion con t ribution must be included if the 
current is to remain conserved . In this form it is eas y to generalize 
to the beta - decay interaction J P. L wi th the replacement .J47i'e - .J1fG 
and z ~ + K 
( 6) 
where 7+ n = p, 1 P = n , 
+ + 
.J27r 0 0 -JZ 7i-T 7f = , T + Ii = 
+ 
- 1 ( and L = W Y - 1 + i Y5}w a ' e a 2 ' v 
for electron deca y . Again the pion term is required if the v ector 
beta - decay interaction current is to be conserved. The most direct 
test of this express i on would then be to look for effects from the pionic 
interaction . This interaction predicts the dec ay 
o 
7i ----+ ir +e+v (7 ) 
and gives the decay rate unambiguously . The existence of s ".lch a deca y 
is not a unique prediction since it should occur anyway by the indirect 
proc ess 
7f _ (p + 11) __ (p + p) + e + o V _ iT +e+v . ( 8) 
It has not been possible to compute s u ch a chain decay reliably; 
6 
howe v er, if the vector interaction is not conser v ed, there is no reason 
f o r the rate to be that predicted from equation 6 . Experimental v en -
fication is difficult , however , since the observ ed decay rate for 
fl + V is abou t 10 8 times faster {9 : than the decay rate for 
o 
7r _ " + e + V as predicted from the eve theor y . 
G ell - Mann-CIO) has pointed out that a more accessible test of 
the theor y can be made b y looking for dev iations in nuclear beta decay 
due to the pion term in the interaction current. S u ch a test, d e rived 
from the observation that the n u cleons have large anomal ous magn etic 
moments due to the charge carried b y the pion , is the subject of this 
,vor k . 
of 
e 
M 
P 
The magnetic moments of the proton and ne u tron are , in units 
flp = 2 . 79, and fl
n
=-1. 91 . In isotopic spin formalism 
this res u lt can be written in the form 
1 S V 
fl = Z [ (1 + fl ) + {l + fl ) T ) (9) 
V -0 d S where fl = 3 . { an fl = - 0 . 12 are the anomalo u s isotopic v ector and 
scalar magnetic moments . 
The pion interaction is purely isotopic v ector while the n u cleon 
interaction is partl y isotopic scalar and partly isotopic v ector . Thus 
S V 
the large difference between fl and Ii is attributed to the contribution 
from the pion . If the pi on did not inter a ct with the electroma gnetic 
field , a cr ude estimate (11) of flV would be to set it equal to liS = - 0.1 2 . 
7 
If the pion indeed carries the beta-decay interaction, then the nuclear -
decay contribution from the "anomalous beta-decay moment" should 
V 
be enhanced b y a fac:tor :)( (1 + fl ) = 4 .70 and such a contribution 
might be detectable. 
Transition Matrix Elements 
Historically , beta-decay has been formulated in a language 
somewhat di fferent from electromagnetism. It is therefore worthwhile 
to review the correspondence between the two. 
The transition matrix element for a nucleon to emit a photon of 
momentum q and polarization E is 
a 
where tj; are the 4 -component Dirac wave f unctions , 
(10) 
i3 and Yare 
a 
defined in Appendix A, and z: symbolizes a sum over the coordinates 
of all the nucleons . The matr ix !31' a consists of an even parity piece, 
1, and an odd parity plece , a It is natural to treat these separately 
SInce parity is a good quantum number for nuclear states. The factor 
exp( - i q .-;.) may also be conveniently written as 
K ~ ~ 
- 1 q ' r £ 
e = z: (-i) (2£ + 1) J£ (qr) P £ (cos e) 
£ 
(11) 
where g:.-r = qr cos e and j£(qr) is the usual spherical Bessel function 
normalized so that lim(x _ 0) j£ (x) ;: / - 1 [1 ' 3·5 • • • (2£+1) ] • 
Thus the 1 from!3y generates operators characterized by the 
a 
8 
series 1, r. , (r.r. 
1 1 J 
1 2 
o . . r ), etc ., where the leading term of j n(qr) 
3 1J .< 
only has been kept to characterize the operator, with the momentum 
dependence and numerical f actor s omitted. These terms are coupled 
to the timehke polarization (Coulo mb potential) and correspond to the 
static multip ')le interactions of a static electri c field with the charge , 
the dipole moment , the quadripole moment , etc ., respecti vely. The 
remaining -u term , when proper l y coupled with r to give operators 
of definite rotational prope r ties, g ives the series 0, (u. r )O 1 2' etc . , 
, , 
where (u· r ) O' for example , stands for the scalar prod:Kt 0:. --r , 
(u· r\ 1S the vector produ ct a: xr, and Cu. r)2 is the tensor product 
1 1 (-u.r.+ - u.r. 
2 1 J Z J 1 
1 
- (U· r) ~F The matrix element of u x Y, for 
3 u .. • 1J 
example , has the se l ection r elIes ,6.J 1T : lIlEl~lF (no) since u and 
Y both have odd parity . This expans i on of ii expE-qK~F contains both 
the stati c magnetic interactions and the radiation transiti on ope r ators . 
The firs t term, G, corresponds both to the E l transition operator and 
to the interacti on of t he moving charge and its magnetic moment with 
a static magnetic field . Next (u. r ) give , respectively, the EO , 0,1,2 
Ml, and EZ transition operators , together with the spin - orbit and 
tensor spin forces . This complexity vanishes for beta decay , since 
d f . 1 the e l ectron - neutrino field is rna e u p 0 two sp1n--
Z 
particles and 
the selec tion r u les then correspond to emission of either a "particle" 
of spin zero or one . Thi s featu re makes possible the contribution of 
all of the above terms to the beta - decay trans i tion matrix element. 
9 
With these preliminari'es we can immediately write down the 
transiti on matrix elements f o r beta decay if we know the correct 
operator As a result of a now historical ser i es of experimental 
and theoretical successes (12) dealing first with the establishment of 
parity n o nconservation and then with the elimination of the scalar and 
tens o r interactions as being i mportant contributors to the beta decay 
interaction , it is now possible to write simply 
= (12) 
where G A is a negative number , hence the l epton interaction is 
'I + 
a. 
1 Yo. '15 wi th a pLIS sign . The pseudoscalar term does not play an 
important role 1n n'.lclear beta deca y (1 3) and has not been excLlded 
experimentally for this reas on . It is exchded b y the theory (8) in 
lowest order although higher order effects should produce an "induced" 
pse udoscalar interaction (Appendix D) . 
The vector beta - decay interaction is thus indi3ting '.tl'shable 
from the electromagnetic i nteraction insofar as the form of the trans -
ition matrix elements are concerned . The axial v ecto r contribJtion, 
-(3i 'l' D{~I consists of two pieces, (J' , even in parity , and i '1 5' odd in 
a. :J 
parity . W e then constr uct Tabl e I from inspection, first giving 
abbreviated transition matrix elements and then the explicit operator 
to be e v a l uated . The series of terms starting \.vith 1 and (T are often 
called" ordinar y" matrix elements while thos e star ting wi th 0: and i 'l' 5 
are called "relativistic . " These terms are classified according to their 
O rder 
Allowed 
F irst For bidden 
Sec ond 
A llow e d 
F ir st 
S econd 
where Ca· b) , ' 
1J 
Q .. = (q.-q) .. ; 
1J 1J 
10 
TABLE I 
Vector 
Ordinar y 
1 
-r 
1 
,- ~ 
- lr · q 
1 
- -2 R , ,Q" 1J 1J 
Relati v i 5 tic 
-a 
-a 
1 , (_ ~ F _ 
- 1 a 0 r q 
3 
1 IE_ ~F _ 
Z l a. xr x q 
iE~ · r) .. q 
1J J 
Axial V ec t o r 
Ordinar y 
(u o r ) 0 , 1,2 
(u. r ) 
2'1,2 , 3 
1 'C- - )-
- lu o rq 
3 
1 'c- -) ~ '2 1 eTX r x q 
Rel a tivi 5 tic 
3. 6( r ):y. r= ] 
5 ij k with eT(.r,r k ) repr esenting 'J , r ,r k + u,rkr, + 'J k r 1,r J
" etc . 
1J 1J J.1 
11 
"for biddenne s sri whi ch is the or der f. of the r etarda tion expansion 
(pl us 1 for a or Yr )' where the parity selection r ules are (no) fo r 
:J 
even o rder o f forbiddenness and ( y es) for odd. Zero forbidden trans -
itions are called "allowed. !I 
Nuclear matrix elements are estimated from nonl'elativisti c 
wave f unctions , and conseq-.lentl y it is necessary t o redLlce the above 
4x4 matrices to the Zx 2 nonrelativistic form . For the ordinary 
matrix elements the r eplacement is immediately 1 - 1, ~ ~ Cf - (f . 
The red.lction of matr ix elements containing 0: and Y_ is more dif -
:J 
ficult s ince these mix the la r ge and small components between fo u r 
component spin a rs . The reduction of these two to nonrel ativ i stic 
form is ilL.l strated in Appendix A . A r educ tion of particular interest is 
1 
Z 
u xr ~ 
1 
2M ( cr + 1) , (AS ) 
the familiar operator for the M l electromagnetic transition . It is j ..l st 
this trans i tion that i s important since the anomalo u s nuclear momen t s 
give the modification 
rr - (1 + f1 ) (f • 
anom 
(13) 
To look for the p resence of the analog f1 l n the beta - decay 
anom 
in t eraction s uggests examination of transitions having the form 
L'.J = 1 (no). The rna trix elements contributing to such a transition 
are given from T a bl e I to be rT 
tion , the next term ln the expansion of -;; j ( qr) gives 
o 
1 
b 
(f r 2 2 q 
12 
which is comparable to «(T O r 2)1 and m..lst also be considered . It is 
next necessary to see how these terms infl'.lence the transition rate , 
spectrum shape , etc . 
Spectrum Shape 
The complete transition amplitude is 
(14) 
x [tj; f+(r) (3(GV y - GAiy yJ T tj; .(r'") ] n a. a.:> + 1 n 
x [jJ + (r ) (3 (y + i" Y ) tj; (r)] 
eP. a. a.5v P. 
where the delta f unction indicates the ve ry short range of the beta - decay 
interaction. The plane wave expression for <jJ 
v 
.- -
- ik·; 
is u (k)e-
v 
and 
_ Ip . r 
for tj; is u (p) e - . B oth the electron and ant"ineutrino are to be 
e e 
outgoing which corresponds to an incoming neutrino with negative k 
and 'k. The integration over d3rp' is trivial and writing 
M 
a. = 
the transition matrix element becomes 
1 
..[2 [,j; e tf1 (1 + i 'Y 5)-.]; v ] 
( - -) - + where tf1 = (3 M - a.·M and lf1 = lf1 (3 • 
o 
(15) 
{16) 
The compu tation with this 
expression is illustrate d in Appendix A for the allowed matrix element, 
with the result 
2 
M = 
13 
1 p. k) 
3 
(All) 
where W is the total elec t ron energ y, p is electron momentum , and 
k , k represent the same quantities for the neutrino . Fo r high energy 
electrons this gives the electron-neutr i no angular correlation of 
(1 1 
3 
cos 9) where e is the angle between the electron and neutrino 
momenta. One must average over this angle when the experiment is 
insensitive to the angular correlation , giving simply 
M 
2 2 2 . 
2G A I < IT z> I Wk (17) 
Table II gives the contribution of each pair of interference terms, 
normalized to give the allowed contribution uni t magnitude . T he defini -
tions 
1 ~ _ 
G
V 
- ~u xr> 
< '( r> 
2 b 5 (18) a 
< 0' > = -G A < "iT> 
C- - )- - 2 <0' 2 <3lT 'r r - <T r > r > 
c = and d = 
<a.> <"iT> 
have been used. 
In positron decay the electron and neutrino wave funct i ons are 
interchanged . This amounts to interchanging W, Ii and k,k in the plane 
wave approximation , and only the s ign of the quantity a in definition 
18 is changed. Since the allowed - a interference term is linearly 
dependent on the electron energy , a compar i son between an electron 
and positron spectr u m will double the effect whi l e any contribution from 
I nterference 
Term 
Allowed 
a 
b 
c 
d 
14 
TABLE II 
Shape Factor Terms 
Shape F actor 
1 
Z ~ a(W - k - ~ ) 
Z m Z 
- - b (W + k - - ) 
3 W 
4 
Z7 
Z 
P k 
c --
W 
1 Z Z Z 
- "3 d ( p + k -"9 pk) 
Coulomb Correction 
1 Z 
llR( _L - ZW) 
3 W 
- Zb ~ 
8 pk 
- c -- ~ 9 W 
2 
- d (k - 9pF~ 9 
Anglular 
Corr elation 
1 
3 
4 
- a(k - W) 
3 
~ b(k + W) 
3 
4 Z Z 
45 c(p + k ) 
1 Z Z 
"9 d(p +k - 6Wk) 
where ~ : Z 11 - Ze , R '" charge radius of the nucleus , 
pok 
and the angular correlation factor 5 multiply W k 
15 
the other interference terms will cancel in the ratio. The latter can -
c ellation rna -: not be complete, howev er , if the end - point ener gi e s ar e 
different for the two decays . What is required then is a mirror decay 
- + 1Z i3 -
s '.lch as B --- lZ d N
1Z i3 1Z C an _ ---'-.... ~ C where the coefficients 
a , b, c, and d should be ver y nearly the same for both transiti ons . 
- + + These decay s 1n fact are 1 _ 0 , ~q = 1 with a large end - point 
energy giving a wide range ov er w hich to look for deviations i n the 
spectrum . F igure 1 exhibits the principal features of the dec ay schemes 
1Z lZ lZ (14) of Band N Boron, which has a half -life ( 5 1) of ZO . 4 msec , 
d - 1 (97 ) h d f 12 ecay s ma1n y perc ent to t e groun state 0 C with a maximum 
e l ectron ene rg y of 13 , 369 Mev . 
12 Nitrogen , with a half - life ( 5 1) 0f 11. 0 
lZ 
msec , a lso decays mainly to the ground state of C , with a maximum 
positron energy of 16 . 43 Mev. The two radionuclides are member s of 
lZ 
a T = 1 triplet , whose central member is the 15 . 11 - Mev level of C • 
lZ lZ 'if + lZ 
The ground states of B a nd N are J = 1 , whil e the C ground 
. 0+ s ta te 1 s • The gamma - decay width of the 15 . 11 - Mev T =Ilevelm 
lZ C for the ground state transition has been measured by several 
investigator s , and the weighted average (Z) of their results is 
50 + 4 eV e From Table I we see that the operator responsible 
+ + for the electromagnetic transition 1 _ 0 is a x r. Thus thi 5 
matrix e lement for beta decay is given (Appendix B) b y r y and the 
as s u mption of charge independence, while G <u > and G are derived A z V 
1Z 14 
fr om the it value s of Band 0 to yi eld 
16 
lal 
= [ 3 r 't ft(B 12) ] 1/2 
2 3 14 
4e w ft (0 ) 
(B4) 
'1ss u ming 1<1>1 = ,"'[2 for 0 14 12 T he ft value of N 1S about 13% larger 
12 (51 ) than that of B , and a slightly better estimate is to use the average 
ft value of the two. This refinement is slight and the deviation of the ft 
val ues from equality , in violation of charge symmetr y , does not appear 
to be an important source of uncertainty , although this difference 
12 _12 
between the ft values of Band N does not seem to be q uanti ta tively 
under stood . 12 The val I~es E T I 14 , 16) ft (B ) = 11 , 700 + 100 , 
12 14 
ft (N ) = 13 , 3 0 0 ~ 300 , and ft( O ) = 3 , 075 ~ 10 glVe 
lal - 3 -1 = 2. 48 x 10 Mev (19 ) 
The expected val ue of a from the theor y is 
(1 + 3 . 70 ) 
a 'V 
2M 
- 3 - 1 
v + 2 . 1 x 10 Mev ( 20) 
which is so close to the val ue derived from r that the sign 1S almost 
"'l 
certainly posi tive . I n making this estimate we have negl ected the orbital 
contribution ( see Appendix D ) and taken -G f G '" 1. 19 . A V 
The theor y of b eta decay ignoring direct pionic contributions 
is sometimes called the F ermi theory . Goldberger and Treiman (n) 
have attempted to estimate the induced contribution due to virtual dis -
sodation of the pion into nucleon - an tin'.lcleon pairs disc u ssed previously . 
Their result is 
V 
f-L (F) '" 1 IS 
17 
( 2L) 
- 3 - 1 
which leads to the prediction a '" 0 . 64 x 10 1vlev HI the F ermi theor y . 
If this estimate is reasonable , it should be possible to distinguish 
between the eve and F ermi theories . 
T hese are the estimates pertinent to an experimental test of 
the eve theor y . The f ollowing is concerned w i th estimation of the 
remaining matrix elements to see if the y also give important contribu -
ti ons to the shape factor . 
T he nonrelativistic limit for Y
S
-; IS (Appendix A ) 
1 [ (-;; . p) r + r ecT .p)] , and it is somewhat difficult to estimate s u ch 2M 
a velocity dependent term . A. crude es timate is made in Appen dix B, 
yielding 
b '" 
3 . 
4M 1 
F ortunate l y , the contribution of this term to the spectrum shape is 
negligible , as can be seen fr om T a ble II . 
The q uan Iity c must be es timated from a specific nuclear 
(22) 
model. The simples t model i s the extreme j - j coupling scheme , in 
which the nucleons fill the shells Sl/2' P
3/2
, P l/2 , etc . This simple 
model gi v es 
c = 
1 
2 d . (23) 
A more detailed shell model calculation giv es for this rati o the value 
lS 
o. S7d. These calculations are disc u ssed in Appendix B . 
In estimating d = 
~ 2 
< u r > 2 
<r > , we c a n make .lse of 
r ad:al <0- > 
independent ex periments (lS) on electron scattering f r o m e 12 which 
gi v e a r oot - mean - square charge radius of 2 . 3 7 f . The decay takes 
place from the P - shell , while the charge distribution incLldes al s o the 
S - s h el l. 2 The decaying n u cleons then contribute to <r > more 
radial 
effecti vely and give 
2 15 
d = <r > = deca y 13 
2 2 
<r > = 6 . 4S f • 
charge (24) 
This estimate is disc u ssed in Appendix B, along with an evaluation of 
other radial matrix elements of i n terest . 
The contributions to the shape factor from Y Sr , Eo:·~Fr , and 
_ 2 . 
u r are the same for positron and electron deca y , and consequently 
shou ld cancel when mirror decay s are compared . This is not exactly 
true when the end - point energies of the two (mirror ) decays are 
unequal , since the electron a nd neutrino energies are related by 
W + k = W • Substituting this relation in Table III gives , for example, 
o 
a contribution 
1 2 20 20 
-3 (Wo -"9 WWo+"9 
? 
W-) from the allowed - d inter -
2 
ference term . The W 
o 
piece gives an insignificant change in nor -
mallzation while the W 2 piece is independent of an end - point energy 
difference . The remaining piece is linearly dependent on the beta -
20 
particle energy and gives a factor 1 + 27 /S Wo o W : 1 + /SA · W m Ultiply -
ing the rati o of the shape fac t ors for two mirror decay s of maximum 
energy W 0 and W 0 + oW
o
• A s i milar term is der i ved from the allowed -
19 
c interference term, giving altogether 
12 12 
percent per Mev for the B IN r atio . 
8A = -t 8 W (5 d - c) '" + 0 . 04 21 0 
S ince this s im.llates the CVC 
prediction , this q uantity must be subtracted from the experimental 
re 5 ul t5 . 
Coulomb Corrections 
Use of the plane wave approximation neglects the distortion of 
the electron wave f unctions by the Co ulomb field of the nucle us . In 
the A = 12 decays , these corrections should be small , as the decay 
ene rg y is large c o mpared to the Coulomb en ergy near the nuc l eus . 
They are important , however , since they change sign when going from 
electron decay to positron decay , and hence contribute spectral devi -
a tion s analogous to weak magnetism . These cor rec tions have been 
inclO.lded in Tabl e II, and a techniqu e of derivation is given in Appendix 
C . Note tha t the most imp ortant terms (of order £) can be obtained 
from the £ =-0 expr essions b y simply replac i ng W--- W + 3£ , k - k , 
2 
Ze 
where £ = 2R This can be un derstood in the following manner : 
sinc e the electr on at the n ucleus is in the potential well of the Coulomb 
interaction , it behaves to first order as if it had an energy W + e 'V 
c 
where V i s some effective constant potential Simulatin g the actual 
c 
Coetlomb potential of the n ".lcle '-ls . If the nucl e'-ls is viewed as a uni -
formly charged sphere o f radi '-l s R , then the potential at the center is 
just 3£ . The net effect of Coulomb corrections is glven to be a contri -
b urion to the shap e factor of 1 + (jAC 1 b · E. 
ou om 
G ell -Mann and 
Berman (19) have carefully computed this q uantity and report 
20 
6A = - 0 .21 percent per Nlev . 
Coulo mb 
Inner Bremsstrahlung 
The possibility that one or more photons are emitted in the 
course of the nuclear beta decay results in electrons being shifted fr om 
the high energy end of the beta spectr cl m towards the low energ y end . 
This distortion of the spectr u m must be factored out if the tr u e shape 
is to be determined. E xpressed as a mclltiplicati v e factor to be applied 
to the observed spectr Lll;n , the correction for inner bremsstrahlu ng (20) 
is f = 1 - 6 wi th 
2 
e 6 =--
27i 
w -w w 
[ 
040 
4(x - l ) ln (-W-) + (x - "3) w 
W 2 
x ( 0 + - - ) 6 W (Z 5) 
where x = 1 w_ l n ( W +p ) , W = total elec tro n energy , W = total end 2 p W- p 0 
point energy , p = electron momentum , and B is a collection of terms 
which , being independent of W, do not affect the spectrclm shape . This 
12 
correction is tabulated in T able III as a function of energy for Band 
N 12 , normalized to unity at 8 - lYlev . 
Predic tions 
Altogether , the prediction is that the shape factors of B12 and N 1Z, 
c o r recte d for inner brem ss trahlung , should exhibit in their ratio 
a linear dependence on the beta - p a rti cle energy of 
2 
IM(B 12)1 
IM(N1Z)12 
= 1 + (A + 6A)E ( Z6) 
Zl 
TABLE III 
The Inner Bremsstr ahlung Correc tion , f( E) 
E(M ev) fCE, BIZ) fCE,NIZ) 
5. 0 . 9840 . 9850 
5. 5 . 9868 . 9878 
6 . 0 . 9894 . 9904 
6 . 5 . 9921 .9929 
7 . 0 .9947 . 9953 
7.5 . 9974 . 9977 
8 . 0 1. 0000 1. 0000 
8. 5 1. 00Z8 1. 0022 
9 . 0 1.0056 1. 0046 
9 . 5 1. 0086 1.0068 
10.0 1.011 8 1.0092 
10.5 1. 0 154 1.0117 
11.0 1. 0192 1.0141 
11 . 5 1.0Z37 1. 0167 
12.0 1. 0277 1. 0194 
12.5 1. 0369 1. 0 ZZ3 
13 . 0 1. 0499 1. OZ53 
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w h ere A = 
16a 
3 
= 1. 35 + 0 . 07 percent per Mev (0 . 35 in F ermi theory) 
and 6A is the net correction (19 ) from Coulomb effects and end -point 
energy differ e nces = - 0 . 25 + 0 .1 5 percent per Mev, givi ng 
A + 6A : 1. 10 + O. 17 percent per M ev (e VC) 
(2 ! ) 
'" 0 .10 percent per Mev (F) 
No important contr i butions to the mean shape factor are expected , 
slnce the only significant te r ms ar e c and d whose c o r r ections to 
the shape factor slope are small and vanish near 8 Mev. 
It should be emphasized that thi s prediction follows d irectly from 
the cve hy p othesis and , except for dete r mination of the sign of A , does 
not depend (10) on such de t ails as the explicit nonrelati vistic form of 
the matrix elements , etc . 
The possibility of t erms In the beta - decay interac ti on in addi-
tion to V and A IS dis c usse d i n Appendix D. 
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II . A P P ARA TUS 
The beta spectra of B12 and N
l2 
were analy zed with an iron -
fr ee single - lens magnetic spectrometer di r ectly connected t o a 3 - M ev 
Van de G raaf£ accelerator . 
12 
The B was produced in the reaction 
11 12 12 . . 10 3 1 2 
B (d , p )B , and N was produced 111 the reac tI on B (He , n)N • 
Both targets were located at the object poin t of the spectrometer . The 
d euteron and He 3 beams were periodically interrup ted at a frequency 
of 60 cps and the beta particles counted in an anthracene scintillator 
after sui tabl e del ay . T he production rate of the activity was monitored 
10 11 12 10 3 12 
b y the reaction protons fr om B ( d , p )B for Band B (He , p )C 
12 
for N A silicon p - n junction coun ter served as a proton detecto r . 
Spectromete r 
The spectrometer used here is essentially that described by 
H ornyak et al . ( 2 1) , excep t the baffle system was modifi ed for the 
high beta - particle energies involved. This arrangement is i llustrated 
in F igur e 2. As can b e see n in thi s f igur e , all baffle s on t he coun ter 
end of the spectrometer were faced with lucite . The lucite was coated 
w i th a con duc ting layer of ca r bon to inhibit static c h argi ng . To f u r ther 
reduce scattering , the wall s of the spectrometer were lined with narrow 
b r ass rings to se r ve as traps f or f orward - scattered e l ectrons . Simi -
l arly , the central brass absorber was machine d to have the saw - toothed 
cros ~ section shown in the figure . The annular momentum - defining 
slits were of aluminum , shaped so as to permit the minimum possible 
transmission of particles outside the sel ected momentum range . The 
24 
spectrometer alignment is discussed in Appendix E . The best source 
and counter position could be determined to within 0 . 3 mm, while the 
final experimental arrangement was quite insensitive to such small 
displ acements . The targets were positioned by use of a pointer that 
could be moved to a standard fixed point in space perpendicular to the 
spectrometer axis , and could be moved along that axis. It was possible 
to then locate a specified point on a target within about 0 . 5 mm of the 
source - detector axis and 0 . 2 mm along the axis . With a calibrated 
Bi 20 7 source , kindl y supplied by Dr . F . Boehm , the transmission 
was experimentally determined to be 0 . 85 percent and the resolution 
to be 1. 5 percent. Energy calibration was accomplished using the 
137 207 
conversion lines ( 22) of Cs (338 1.1 gauss - em) , Bi ( 2838 . 9 and 
465 7 . 6 gauss - em) and the F , I , L , M, and X lines of thorium deposit 
(1 388 . 4 , 1753 . 9 , 2607 . 2 , 289 1, and 9986 . 7 ga u ss - em) . The magnet 
cur r ent was measured in terms of the voltage drop across a 5 milli -
ohm shunt , and the voltage at which a given conversion line is obser v ed , 
divided by the magnetic rigidity , should be a constant of the spectro -
eter . F igure 3 shows the observed values of this ratio plotted as a 
Lmction of the conversion line energy . This constant was derived 
from a least - squares fit to the assumed relation 
I = A ' H p + B 
where I is the magnet current measured as stated above and Hp is the 
(28) 
25 
magnetic rigidity in kilogauss - cm, with the result A = 11.965 + .005 
millivolts per kilogauss - cm. The quantity B was found to be neg -
ligible (.0015 millivolt) . The calibration data was also fitted to the 
relation 
I 
=A'+B"H p H p ( 29) 
to test f or nonlinearities due to near b y iron construction beams, etc . 
This gave A' = 11. 963 ~ . 005 millivolt per kilogaus s - cm and B ' = .0003 
millivolts per kiloga '.lss - cm per ki logauss - cm. Such a nonlinearity 
wo uld not be an important so urce of uncertaint; , since the rigidities 
of intere st in this experiment are below abo '.lt 40 kilogauss - cm . A 
second sh ,mt was employ ed for the h i gh field work (>2 Me v ) which had 
a nominal resistance of 0. 67 milliohms. The two were calibrated 
against each o ther and fo und to hav e resistances in the ratio 0.133 5 8 + 
. 00003. The earth's magnetic field was reduced to less than 1/ 10 of 
i ts ambient v al u e in each axis of the spectrometer b y u sing three 
orthogonal sets of compensating coils . 
Beta Detector 
The beta - particle detector consisted of a 10 - mm thick , 38 - mm 
diameter anthracene cr y stal mou nted on a 90 - cm long l .lcite light p ipe 
leading to an RCA 6 292 photomu l tiplier tube . The tube was shielded 
from the stray magnetic fie l d of t he spectrometer b y three m u - metal 
lay ers wrapped directly on the photomultiplier t ube and two concentric 
26 
cylinder s of soft iron. 
2 
An 0 . 5 - mg/ cm aluminum window covered the 
cr y stal e The effect of the magnetic field on the photomultiplier was 
2 10 
checked using a Po source and a thin C sI cr y sta l. The line shift 
was less than one percent in energy between zero and the maxim u m 
field u sed in this experiment. No change in shape or area of the pulse -
height distribution was obser v ed. The ratio of the average co--.!nting 
rate for the zero field di v ided b y the maximum field gave 1. 0006 + . 0030 . 
The pD-~lse - height distrib '.ltions recorded on a lOO - channel 
anal / zer for two ranges of beta-particle energies are displayed in 
F igure 4 and F igure 5 . It ma y be obser v ed in Figure 5 that the high -
ener gy elec tr ons give nearly identical pul se - height di s tributions for 
ener gie s above 5 Mev . The" double - peaked" d i stri bution sat the l ower 
energies are discussed b y Porter et al e (2 3) . The lower energy peak 
is ascribed to electrons that pass through the cr y stal . while the second 
peak represents electrons that are scattered through large ang le s withi n 
the crysta l and hence stop in the crystal . Below 2 . 3 1Vlev , the energy 
of electrons having a range equal to the crystal thickness , all of the 
electrons stop in the cr y stal and hence the two peaks merge into a 
single peak. At v er y high energi es it is unlikely that an electron will 
stop in the cr y stal, and one again observes only a single peak. 
T he pulse - height distributions were continuously monitored during 
the actual r uns , and the total cou nt was recorded b y a scaler which 
counted all p '.1lses above a given channel. Fi g ures 6 and 7 are 
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experimental pulse-height distributions of 8 - Mev beta particles from 
12 12 . 
Band N includlng background. The backgro :.md was separately 
determined from measur ements at zero field and high ( > E ) field . 
max 
To estimate the n ·~mber of real counts below channel 21 in Fig ure 6 
we assume, from the near constancy of the difference between the 
background and 8 - 1tlev counts , that this n u mber is reasonabl y given 
b y the number of real counts in channels 10 to 30. We then find that 
about 0. 6 percent of the tr ue counts fall below the discriminator level 
at 8 Mev. The same n u mber is obtained from the observed distribution 
12 
of 5 - Mev and 1 0 . 5 - Mev B electrons . Since this q uantity does not 
appear to be energy dependent , no correction is necessar y for these 
counts . 
The approximately uniform intensi ty of small p '-llses over a 
large channel spread, as seen in Figure 6 , is significant for another 
reason . The channel in which a p ulse appears is , for high - energy 
electrons , di rectly proportional to the path length of the electron in 
the cr y stal. The only part of the pulse-height spectr u IT. inaccessible 
corresponds then to the very short path lengths. Any backscattered 
electrons not seen in the tail must either lose eno·ugh energy to produce 
a pulse larger than the tail pul ses and thereby be counted, or be scat -
tered within a ve ry shallow depth of the cr y stal. Only the latter can 
be lost and need to be examined in more detail . If the intensity in 
channel 10 is assumed to consist entirely of such backscattered elec -
trons, then an u pper limit to the total backscattered intensity lost may 
28 
be calcul a t ed from the data , as illustrate d in Appendi x F, t o be approx -
imately 0 . 90 percent at 5 Mev and 0 . 96 pe r cent at 1 1. 5 Mev . 
The ene rg y loss spectr'.lm of high energy beta particles should 
be given approximately by the L andau curve (24) and thi s has been 
v erified experimentally (25). F i gure 8 shows the p:.11se height spectrum 
12 
of 8 - Mev electrons from B decay , together with a L andau curve 
having the same fu ll width at half maximum and normalized t o the same 
scale . The observe d width ( 30%) is slightly l arger than that gi v en 
fr om folding together the th eoretical (25) wid th (15 %) and the natu ral 
width (1 5%) of the cr y s t a l-pho tom ulti plier - electronics system , the 
latter b eing obtained from the 2.2 Mev data where the electrons all 
stop in the crys t a l. T he Landau analy sis does not, however , include 
angul ar deviations due to scattering , and in this sense the crystal is 
actually not suffi cientl y thin t o be rigoro l-1s l y described b y this anal ysis . 
The possibility of u sing a scintilla tor thick enough to stop a ll 
electrons was also examined experimentally , b ut rejected on th e g r ound 
that the increa sed voLlme led to greatly increased sensitivity to room 
bac k ground , d ue l a r ge l y to x - ray s from the accel erator , and stray 
neutrons originating in the target . The p ulse - hei ght distrib utions of 
Figures 9 and 10 exhibit te s t r ;'ll1S with a 10 0 - mm l ong , 50-mm 
diameter NE -I 02 plastic scintillator . T h e rel atively larg e backgro '-1nd 
12 
o f small pulses , particularl y evi dent in the N curves of F igure 10, 
makes the precise determination of the number of real counts 
29 
excessively difficult. 
Proton D etector 
The reaction protons from the target were monitored as a 
meas ure of the n ·,l mber of active nuclei produced. Sinc e the gating cycle 
is fixed and the beam pul se fluctuations average out , the total number 
of protons divided b y the total duration of the run (clock time) is then 
directly proportional to the average activity . A silicon p - n j unc tion 
counter was used to detect the protons . This counter was l ocated inside 
the spectrometer near the t arget , as shown in F igure 2. 12 F or the B 
10 11 
reaction monitor, the protons from B ( d , p)B leading to the ground 
state (Q = 9 . 2 Mev ) were detected after absorbing the lower energy 
2 12 
protons in 118 mg/cm 6f aluminum . F or the N - reaction monitor , 
10 3 12 
the protons from B ~ee , p)C leading mainly to the first excited 
state (Q = 15 . 3 Mev) were detected after passing through 344 mg/cm 2 
of aluminum . The pulse - height distributions were monitored on a 
multichannel analyzer . 
12 
A typical B - proton spec tr um is shown in 
F igure 11. No field dependence of the proton spectra could be detected 
(less than one percent in energy) between zero and the maximum mag -
netic field . The solid angle subtended by the proton counter amounted 
to 0 . 7 percent of the sphere . The protons m ust trave l about 1. 2 cm 
perpendicula r to the magnetic f i eld direction to reach the proton 
de tector and when 10 - Mev e l ectrons a re foc usse d, the magnetic field 
in the v icinity of the proton detector is about 200 gauss . The protons 
struck the detector within about 10 degrees from the normal , 
30 
consequently the field dependence due to curvature of the proton 
trajector y was less than 0.001 percent per Mev. The independence of 
the proton counting rate was a lso tested by -examining the proton 
12 
counting rate vs . magnetic field during a B r '.ln in which the 
beam current was exceptionally stable. This analysis gave an energy 
dependence of -0.1 + 0.3 percent per Mev consistent with the expected 
i ndependence. 
Circ uitry 
Figure 12 shows a block diagram of the detection system. T he 
beam is on for 8.3 msec and off for 8.3 msec; the " beam-off" signal 
triggers the gate generator which, after a delay of 1 msec, turns on 
the beta-particle scaler for 5.25 msec. The total counting time is 
monitored b y simultaneously co unting the oscillations from a 20-kc 
quartz oscillator. The pulse-height distributions from the beta-particle 
and proton detectors were monitored and recorded on multichannel 
analyzers. The "coincidence" scaler checks the operation of the gate 
generator by recording a count if the beam and beta-particle scaler 
are on simultaneously. This and the total number of gate pulses were 
monitored as a check. The average coincidence rate was about one per 
hour for the data analyzed in this experiment. It is difficult to deter-
mine the source of such rare events; however, this coincidence rate 
gives an infinitesimal increase in the background and is q uite unim-
portant to the experiment. All the scalers were simultaneou sly turned 
on and off b y an external timer unit no t shown in the figure. 
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Targets 
2 
The targets consisted of approxi m ate l y 0 . 3 mg/cm of boron 
2 2 12 1Z 
on foils of thickness 0 .5 mg/cm and3mg/cm forB andN , 
respectively . T he B 12 spectrum was also taken us i ng the thicker 
3 mg/cm Z backing. No influence on the shape factor was found for the 
energies considered here . The boron was deposited on the foils by 
heating them in a low pressure a tmospher e (les s than 15-mm Hg) of 
diborane gas (Z6) . This heating was acco m plished by focusing the 
image of an arc light on the foil which was mounted in a frame of 
1. 5 - mil aluminum . The physical arrangement for maintaining this 
environment is schematized in Figure 13, and Figure 14 shows the foil 
mounting . The diborane was frozen with liquid nitrogen and the entire 
system evacuated . While the target was exposed to the arc light, 
the system was isolated from the vacuum system and i;he liquid nitrogen 
removed , allowing the diborane to melt and vap orize . After deposition 
the diborane was refrozen a nd the residual hydrogen pressure , pro -
portional to weight of boron deposited , read from the manometer . 
This system was calibrated b y weighing (before and after deposition) 
a preheated target on a microbalance . The calibration was performed 
twice with identical results . Best results were obtained by preheating 
the target foil for 30 sec before deposition . The boron was deposited 
as a shiny black layer entirely on the nickel foil . Failure of suc -
cessive depositions to adhere strongly together with limits on the 
32 
heating time (alumin um foil b u ckles) and diborane pressure (con -
vecti v e heating decomposes the gas ) limits this partic ular scheme to 
relatively thin target lay er s . 
12 0 
For the B the foils were 5000 A n ickel, 
1 2 0 2 
and for the N they were 500 A nickel on 3 mg/cm c opp e r backi ng . 
This 3 backing enabl ed the ta rget to withstand the strong He beam 
12 
in the N experiment , while the boron deposit adhered better to the 
nickel. 
10 1 1 
Natural boron ( 19 percen t B ; 8 1 percent B ) targets were 
12 10 11 
used for the B and enriched boron (96 percent B ; 4 percent B ) 
12 
f or the N 
Bombarding Conditions 
The beam from the electrostatic accelerator was magnetically 
analy zed and brought into the spectrometer to giv e a beam spot 2 - mm 
square . The size and position of the beam spot were insensitive to 
changes in the s p ectrometer field , and it was not necessar y to re -
position the beam spot for each beta - particle energy . 1. 65 - Mev de u -
12 
terons at a beam current of 0 . 2 fJ.a were used for the B and 2 . 75 - Me v 
3 . 12 
He lons at 2 - 3 fJ.a for the N • The beam was chopped at the ion 
source by periodically turning off the RF voltage . The possibility 
+ 12 
of an HD contamination of the beam , which could produce a B 
12 
activ i ty in the N exp e r iment, was examined by bombarding a natural 
3 boron target with a!. OO - Mev He beam . 
11 12 . 
The B ( d , p)B cross -se c tlon is comparable a t this bombarding 
10 3 12 . 
energy to that at 1. 65 Mev , while the B (H e , p)N becomes qJlte 
small . Together with the change in target composition , this should 
33 
12 
redClce the counting rate to the background val u e except fo r B 
activity prod-.lced b y beam contamination. The res u ltant counting rate 
was essentially e q ual to the o l d background , and from the u ncertainty 
- 4 
m the background counting rate . it was concluded that less than 8 x 10 
elec trons were produced per positron at the 2. 75 - Mev bombarding 
energy on the enriched target . Pos sibility of such contamination could 
in principle h a ve been eliminated by passing the beam through a strip -
ping foil before it was magnetically analyzed , since any known charged 
ion containing de uterium would be separated from He 3+t Unfortun -
12 
ately , the beam current neces sary to produce a reasonable N activity 
exceeded by an order of magnitude the current that the foil (100 Ke v 
thick carbon) could withstand. 
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III . EXP E RIM E NTAL PROC E DUR E AND RESULTS 
The spectra were sampled at O. 5 - Mev intervals 1n the range 
12 12 
5 to 15 Mev for Band 2 . 5 t o 18 Mev for N , the data being collected 
at alternati:ig high and low - energy points to minimize effects of target 
deterioration and instrumental drifts. E ach data point consisted of the 
number of beta - particle counts divided b y the n 'Cl mber of proto n CO clnts 
a nd b y the "liv e" co unting time , determined b y the 20 - kc oscillator . 
All points were taken with a fixe d total duration (clock time) of 3 min 
12 12 
for Band 10 min for N • 
F igure 15 presents the obser v ed counting rates as a f unction of 
energy . T hese rates have b een normalize d as indicated a b ove , but 
have not been corrected for b ackground or adjusted f or the variable 
momentu m interval accepted b y the spectrometer . T y p ica l counting 
rates obtained at 8 - Mev be ta energ y were approximately 40 , 000 electrons/ 
12 
min and 120 , 000 protons/min for B , 600 p ositrons/min and 600 , 000 
protons/min for N12 T y pical backgro und corrections at 8 Mev amounted 
12 12 
to about 1. 7 percent for Band 4 . 2 percent for N • 
T he backgro und was studied a t spectrometer settings abov e the 
end points of the beta spectra , at zero field , and with blank targets . 
To simulate the effects of neutrons produced dclring the bombardment 
periods , separate stu dies we r e made with a ber y llium target bombarded 
b y deuterons , examining the back ground in the normal cOClnting c ycle . 
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The counting rate with the ber yllium target, which combined the effec ts 
of neutrons and general backgro und due t o the accelerator, was inde -
pendent of the spectrometer field settin g . 12 " b In the B expenment , a o u t 
one - fourth of the 1. 7 percent background could be accounted for b y 
neutron a nd gene r al background , and the remainder , about 1. 2 percent 
at zero field and 1. 6 percent at hi gh field , m a st be attributed to scat -
tered electrons and/ or brems strahlung within the spectrometer . The 
fact that high and zero field were roughl y e q ual suggests the latter as 
the more pla u s ible . 
12 
F or N the yield was m '.lch smaller and b o mbarding 
energies much higher , conseq".lently the neutron and general background 
were increased b y a factor of ten . Thus , after subtracting the neutron 
and general background, about 1. 7 percent remained of the 4 . 2 percen t 
12 background . 
12 
This remaining N background , about 1. 6 percent at 
zero field and 1. 8 percent at high field , has a magnitude and var i a tion 
12 
comparabl e with the residual B backgr o und which tends t o confi r m 
scattering and/or b r emsstrahlang as a common back groand source . 
12 " h "" f h b k d d d In the B exp erIment , t e varlatlon 0 t e ac groun was stu ie up 
12 " 
to 5 Me v beyond the B end pOlnt and showed littl e dependence upon 
the f ie ld . Both s p ectra were inves t igated over a r egion s y mmetrical 
about the maximum counting r ate , hence an error in the background 
subtraction leads to a slight c u r va t u re of the observe d shape factor , 
but virt;.lally no change in the least - squares fit to a straight line . 
In the s p ectrum sLldies , partic ula r attention was given to the 
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regions') to 10 . ') Me v for B 1Z and') to 13 Mev for N 1Z The l ower limit 
of 5 Me v was dictated by uncertainties introd uced b y branching to 
lZ 
exci ted s ta te s of C - - indica ted by arr ows on Figure 15 - - and the JPper 
limits were held well belo",' the spectr u m end points to minimIze the 
effect of ' .. lncertainties In calibration and background subtraction . The 
data for the relevant ranges are exhibited in Table IV , in terms of 
count s per unit momentum int e r val , corrected for background, as a 
function of magnetic rigidity . The indicated standard deviations 
represent combined uncertainties from statistics and background sub -
traction . 
Res c.11ts 
The measured momentum distributions for B
1Z 
and N
1Z 
are 
tabulated in Table IV;the Fermi plots of this data a re exhibited in 
Figure 16 . The end points obtained from this experiment are , for B 1Z 
lZ 
13 . 381 + . 041 Mev and for N , 16 . 36 :!:.. Zl Mev , to be compared with 
val ues of 13 . 369 + . 001 and 16 . 43 + . 06 Me v , respectivel y (Z7 , 28) , 
as determined fr om reaction data . 
12 
W e fir st consider the analysi s of the B data. The derivation 
of the shape factor requires correction for branching to excited states 
f 12 o e The end points of these beta - decay branches are known from 
the le vel structure of e
12 
and are indicated b y arrows in Fi gures 15 
and 16 . 
12 
Thus , to constr uct S(E , B ) , we firs t subtract from the observed 
momentum spectrum the simple ideal Fermi spectra corresponding to 
these branches . To accomplish this , we first need the f values given 
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TABL E IV 
M omentum spectra of B 
12 12 
and N • Correction for background ha s been 
made . Second number indicates combined uncertainty due to back -
ground and statistics . The elec tr on momentum is symbolized b y '1 ' 
B p(Kg-cm) 12 N ('1 ' B ) S . D . 
12 
N(Tj ,N ) S . D . 
----
9 .898 3649 87 
11. 587 3903 87 
13. 270 4631 87 
14 . 950 4980 86 
16 . 628 5748 82 
18 . 302 2898 23 6119 30 
19 . 9 7 6 3076 11 665 7 31 
21 . 650 317 1 10 6998 33 
23 . 323 3212 9 7212 33 
24 . 994 3198 8 7466 35 
26 . 665 3085 7 7503 35 
28 . 336 2933 7 74 77 36 
30 . 023 2722 6 7369 36 
31 . 67 6 2455 6 7215 28 
33 . 346 2 139 5 69 12 25 
35 . 017 17 9 4 6 6443 29 
3 6.687 1433 6 6066 25 
38 . 355 1061 6 5 634 25 
40 . 025 721 6 5021 2 1 
41. 696 41 5 7 4390 19 
43.363 183 7 37 11 16 
B p(Kg - cm) 
45 . 033 
46. 704 
48 . 373 
50 . 042 
5 1. 711 
53 . 380 
38 
TABLE IV (continued) 
12 N(T], B ) S . D . 12 N(T], N ) 
38 5 2998 
2413 
1804 
1158 
678 
260 
S . D. 
13 
33 
29 
23 
17 
14 
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w 
integral J 0 F ( z , w}<p(w , w}dw , 
1 0 
b y the where w is the total elec t ron 
energy divided by the electron mass , Wo is the maximum decay energy 
2 Z l/Z in these units , and <p(w , w} = w (w - w} (,v - 1) • The integrand is 
o 0 
12 lZ 
tabulated in Table V for the transitions of Band N F or high 
energies F ( Z , w)_ constant and the integral y ields 
1 Z liZ 4 Z 1 .... 1 Z 
f'" F( Z , 00)[ -6 (w -1) (Z\',' - 9w - 8) + -4 w i r(w + Vw - 1) J • (30) 
00 00 000 
This res ult was then corrected b y numerically integrating 
J Wo[F(Z , W} _F ( Z , oo) ]<P(w , w}dw using the tabulate d ( Z9) values of 
1 0 
F( Z , w} . The resultant f values are i ncluded in Tabl e V . The branch -
ing fraction to the i th state is gi v en by ai\/f
T 
where fT = ~ a/
i 
i 
where a. is the magnitude of the transition matrix element to the i th 
.1 
state . Here we can normalize a = 1 for the 
o 
and neglec t the other fi relative to f , then 
o 
ground sta t e transitions 
f 
o ( . a i = C- x experImental 
1 
branching fraction) . The branching fractions for the 4 . 4 and 7 . 6 - Mev 
level s have been mea s ur ed (15 , 30 , 31) to be 1. 3 ~ 0 . 1 and 1. 3 ~ 0 . 4 
percent, respectively . The ground state spectrum is then given by 
multiplying the observed spectrum by <p(w , w ) /2;. a.<p(w. , w). Thus 
O I l .1 
12 
the shape factor SeE, B ) is obtained from the spectrometer data 
(after background correction) by dividing by 
Z 1/ Z 
F ( Z , w) ( w - I} ~ a.<j>(w. , w ) 
ill 
Z liZ 
where the factor ( w - I) adjusts for the variable momentum interval 
seen by the spectrometer . Note that the ft value of the branch to the 
first excited state is an order of magnitude less than the ground state 
40 
TABLE V 
The F unction F(Z , w)<j>(w ,w) 
0 
B 12 12 N 
E(Mev) G.S . 4 . 43 7.6 G . S . 4 . 43 7 . 66 
5.0 9270 2055 69 13107 4921 143 1 
5.5 9 7 64 1867 8 14281 505 7 1283 
6 . 0 10060 1603 15277 5063 1084 
6 . 5 10146 1282 16075 4940 846 
7 . 0 10019 932 16649 · 4 690 592 
7 . 5 9686 585 16998 4320 349 
8,0 9156 283 17108 3862 147 
8.5 8455 70 16998 3322 22 
9.0 7582 16614 27 19 
9 . 5 6593 1602 1 2095 
10.0 5516 15212 1482 
10.5 4395 14206 918 
11. 0 3280 13024 449 
11 . 5 2228 11695 125 
12. 0 1302 10252 
12. 5 57 1 873 1 
13.0 114 7178 
f( G . S . ) 560,27 5 1,152 , 648 
£(4 . 43) 81 , 468 252 , 527 
£(7 . 66) 9 , 945 56 , 388 
log ftC expt) 4 .. 068 4. 126 
5. 105 5 . 062 
4 . 19 5 4 . 3 14 
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transition ; c on sequent ly the c ontr ibution is n o t as s trong as s u g -
gested by Table V . No attempt is made to inclu de possible spectral 
devi a ti ons in the branches themselves , as the error so intr oduced 
should be negligible . Finally, the correction for inner bremsstrahlung, 
12 
f(E, B ) fr om Table III , is applied to give the shape fac tor , Sf , which 
is found, as shown in F igure 17 , t o exhibit a linear energy dependence 
of 1. 82 + 0 . 09 percent per Mev. The error ( standard deviation) ci t ed 
derives from the uncertainty i n the least - s q uares fit of a straight line 
to the data . 
F or the N12 data , additional complications enter SInce only the 
12 
branching fraction to the 4 . 4 - Mev state of C , 2. 42:. 0 . 2 percent (15), 
has been measured with precision. Vedder (16) has analyzed the F ermi 
1 f _12, I' " d d' d P ot 0 N Into Inear components USIng reactlon ata en pOInts an 
reports a 3 percent branch to the 7 . 6 - Mev l evel , but no uncertainties 
were reported. The branching fraction to the 7. 6-Mev state can be 
estima t e d t o be about 4 . 02:. 1. 3 percent from the mirror branching 
12 
fractions in B quoted above and the approximation of charge sym -
metry . The large uncertainties In this branching fraction , intr oduced 
b y the uncertainty in the mirror branching fraction and by the deviation 
(15) of the first two branches from the charge symmetry assumption , 
12 
then give correspondingly large uncertainties in the form of S eE, N ) 
below 8.5 Mev. For this reason the data has been analyzed to see if 
a better v alue for this branching fraction can be determined. This 
42 
involves decomposing a complex beta - decay spectrum into the sep -
arate branches . In principle , the decomposition can be realiz ed by 
constructing a best fit to the linear portion of the Fermi plot near 
the end point of the most energetic transition which is then subtracted 
from the data . This procedure is repeated ".ll1ti l either the decom -
th 
position is complete or the remaining data after extraction of the n 
branch is no longer adequate due to the experimental uncertainties 
in the data compounded with the uncer tainties introduced b y each sub -
traction. 12 " " For the N spectrum , m any of these uncerta1ntles are 
avoided by using the branching fraction and end point of the 4 . 4 -Mev 
branch which are known from independent experiments . Furthermore , 
the end point of the 7 . 6 - Mev branch is also known from the reaction 
data so that the problem would actually be over - determined were it 
not for the fact that the precise shape of the ground - state transition 
is not known . In fact, it i s j ust this shape that is to be measured! 
Advantage of this ov e rdeterminac y is taken b y introducing a shape 
factor of the form el + a E ) into th e ground - state spectrum and demand -
ing agreement between the reaction data end point of the 7. 6 - Mev 
branch and that found by the subtraction procedure indicated above. 
The F ermi plots for two assumed values of the quantity a are shown 
1n F igure 18. These results are shown in F igure 19 where each datum 
is treated as a point in a plot of assumed ground state end- p oint energy 
43 
ver sus the branching end- point energy obtained from Fermi plots 
such as Figure 18. Lines of constant branching fractions then may be 
inferred and the uncer tainty in the branching fraction determined by 
projecting the -uncertainties in the two energies parallel to these lines . 
A similar graph was used to analyze the value and uncertainty in the 
quantity a . In this fashion the q uantity a is found to be 0 . 6+ 0 . 3 
percent per Mev and the 7 . 6 - Mev branching fraction is 3 . 0 ~ 0 . 4 
percent where the uncertainties are derived fr om the uncertainties 
in the various branching end points, in the 4 . 4 - Mev branching fraction 
and in the statistical scatter of the data itself. This value of 3 . 0 
percent for the 7. 6 - Mev branching fraction , along with the other known 
12 12 
branching data , is now used to determine SeE, N )f(E, N ) which is 
plotted in Figure 17 . 
It is readily apparent that the shape factors shown in Figure 
12 
17 differ appreciabl y from one another; the N shape factor rises 
with a slope of O. 60 ~ 0 . 08 percent per Mev , while the B12 rises with 
a slope of 1. 82 ~ 0 . 09 percent per Mev . C QI11paring the two slopes , 
one finds 1. 22 ~ 0 . 13 percent per Mev for the experimental value of 
the factor A + oA . The uncertainties quoted above are from the 
statistical scatter of the data alone . Other uncertainties , including 
that introduced from the branching fraction estimated above , are dis -
cussed below . The effect of the uncertain 7. 6 - Mev branching fraction 
b -d d h f - - b - h 12 d f can e aVOI e , at t e expense 0 precIsIon , y uSIng teN ata or 
44 
positron energies greater than 8 . 0 Mev only . The least - s q uares fit 
to this limited portion of the shape factor , which is insensitive to the 
7 . 6 -Mev branch , yie l ds an energy dependence of 0.52.:!:. 0 . 20 percent 
per Mev and , conse q uen tly , a val ue o f 1. 30 + 0 . 22 percent per M ev f or 
A + oA . 
E rrors and C orrections 
The sensitivity of the spectrometer to sOurce misalignment 
20 7 
has been checked by deliberately placing a Bi source off axis and 
also b y moving the beam spot 2 mm on the target. F igure 20 sho ws 
the effect of such displ acement . Such a misalignment is over ten times 
what we woul d reasonably expect during the experiment. Another test 
12 
was made b y displacing the beam spot 2 - mm during an actu a l B run . 
The shape factor derived from this data was in agreement with that 
obtained with the beam spot properly centered. 
+ 3 If the upper limit of the HD impurity in the He beam were 
accepted as being p re sent, then the A + oA result would be decreased 
b y 0 . 02 percent per Mev . 
I n analy sis of the data the effect of a change in d u ration of the 
counting cycle increasing (for example) the number of beta - particle 
counts was compensa t ed by dividing by the "live" counting time. This 
compen sa tion is imperf ec t due to the decay of the ac ti vi t y . In the 
experiment , th e activity decay ed by about 2 00/0 during the cl ~ll1ting 
c y cle and the " live " time was observed to wander aboLlt one percent 
45 
between consec~tive data points , so an error of about 0.1 percent 
was expected. T his wander was not correlated with the magnetic field 
strength or the counting rate and the resultant uncertainty was unim -
portant compared to statistical fl ".lctua tions in the total number of 
beta - particle counts . C orrections for dead time were made for each 
experiment. Although the proton cO '.mting rate was high , only the dif -
ferences between the average counting rate and the individual counting 
rates entered in computing the relative corrections for dead time . 
The proton count s were recorded on E ldorado SC - -roo scalers having 
a dead t ime of about 1.2 fJ-sec , and the relative dead time corrections 
12 
amounted , in the N experiment, to about O. 5 ,percent with an .lncer -
tainty of the or der of 0 . 1 percent. This uncertain ty , as with uncertainty 
introduced abov e by the gating cycle fluctuations , is uncorrelated with 
the beta - particle energy and has therefore already been folded into 
the uncertainty in the least - squares fit to the shape factors . 
The uncertainty due to the residual component of the earth's 
magnetic field is completely negligible at these energies . 
In the energy region studied, an error of a constant amount in 
the background subtraction will lead to a slight curvature of the shape 
factor b u t will not essentially change the least - squares fit to the s l ope . 
If the background correction is applied assuming that the background 
has a form b + cE wi th band c determined from the high and zero 
field backgro Lmds , instead of just averagi ng the two , then A + oA i s 
increased b y 0 . 04 percent per Mev . 
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The 1. 5 - kev unce rtainty ln the actual end -point energy of the 
B12 transition , gi v en from the reaction data , has negligible infl u ence 
12 
on the B - shape factor . O n the other hand, the 60 - kev '-lncertainty in 
12 
the N - end point gives an uncertainty of 0 . 18 percent per Mev in the 
12 12 
N - shape factor . If only N data above 8 . 0 Mev is used , then this 
uncertainty is increased to 0 . 27 percent per Me v . A 10 - kev error in 
12 12 
calibration at 13 Mev gives 0 . 04 percent per Mev for both Band N 
but these are in the same direction and give almost no error in the 
value of A + 6A , which is given b y the difference between th e two shape 
factors . 
12 
The recoil energy lost to the C n "J.cleus varies between about 
4 kev at the midpoint of the spectrum to 9 kev at the end point. This 
virtually cancels in the ratio and in any case is tiny compared to the 
12 
uncer t ainty in the N end - point energy . 
12 12 
The unce rtainty in the branching ratios of Band N to the 
12 12 
4 . 4 - Mev state of C is significant only for the N - shape fac tor , where 
it introduces a 0 . 04 percent per :Mev uncertainty unless onl y data 
above 8 . 0 Mev a re used , whereby this uncertainty is reduced to 0 . 01 
percent per Mev. 
12 
The 7 . 6 - Mev branch is unimportant for the B 
shape factor in the energy range considered, but strongly influences 
12 
the N - shape factor . The uncertainty in our result for this branching 
12 
fraction in the N decay, 3.0 + 0.4 percent, introduc es an uncertainty 
12 
of 0.14 percent per Mev in the slope of the N -shape factor . 
The beta - particle counting efficiency of the anthracene crystal 
47 
12 
may be energy dependent due to backscattering or , in the N 
experim ent , annihilation in flight of the decay positrons . In both cases , 
the beta particle must be lost befor e a sufficient energy has been 
deposited in the crystal to produce a pulse that will pass t he discrim -
ina tor level . In thi s experi ment such backsca ttering 10 s sis negligible 
but the annihilation loss will be significantly greater for the low - energy 
positrons than for the high - energy positrons and consequently gives 
12 
the N - shape factor a spurious slope of approximately 0 . 06 + 0 . 02 
p ercent pe r Mev with the uncertain t y due to var i ations of the discrim-
12 
inator level among the various N runs . If the beta particle loses a 
l arge fraction of its energy via bremsstrahlung , and the bremsstrahlung 
quanta are not captured, then it will not be coun ted. Computation 
4 
indicates that only about 1 in 10 beta particles are so lost with the 
experimental ar rangem ent used. This computation. a l ong with the 
estimate of positron annihi l ation effects , above , a re reproduced in 
Appendix F . Experimentally , the small number of small pulses in 
the pulse - height distribution testifies to the unimportance of this effect . 
Annihilation of positrons should also give a contribution to this small -
12 
pulse region in the N experiment , but the statistical accuracy of the 
data was not sufficient to veri fy the annihi lation correction experi -
mentally . 
Finally, we must consider the possibility that beta particles 
reach the detector by penetrating through the aperture baffle which 
defines the ring focus and the baffles defining the acceptance solid angl e . 
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Such penetration will effectively increase the accepted momentum 
Z 
interval by a factor of 1 + uE where u depends upon the geometr y 
and composition of the baffles . This quantity is estimated in Appendix 
- 4 ( - Z G to be Z. 4 x 10 Mev) , which gives a spurious energy dependence 
of about 0 . 38 percent per Mev for each of the two shape factor s . In 
view of the magnitude of this correction, the absolute shape factors 
must be taken with some reservation. However , the positron penetra -
hon is only about 5 percent greater than the electron penetration so 
the quantity A + oA is increased by only O. OZ percent per Mev . 
The nonlinearity of this correction requires a re - examination 
12 12 
of several points , namely the comparison of the Band N - shape 
factors in slightly different energy regions and the computation of the 
lZ .. lZ N branchmg fractIon to the 7. 6 - Mev state of C • It is appropriate 
here to point out that theoretical estimates ( 3Z) of Coulomb , finite 
nuclear size , and other higher order corr ections predict a curvature 
of the shape factors of the same magnitude but opposite sign . Taken 
together , the curvatures then essentially cancel , as is s ggested 
lZ 
experimentally by the B data . If we suppose that either correction 
may have been incorrectly estimated b y a factor of two , then the 
existence of these nonlinearities introduces a n uncertainty of + 0 . 3 
percent in the 7 . 6 - Mev branching fraction and a net uncertainty of 
:!:. 0 . 16 perc en t per Mev i. n A + oA . If N IZ data above 8 . 0 Mev are 
used , the di.sparity in energy of the data compared is increased but 
49 
the 7 . 6 - Me v branching fraction has no infl;lence , altogether giving 
an uncertainty of ~ 0 . 12 percent per Mev . If we select only data in 
the range 8 . S to 10 . 5 Me v , which is then free both of uncertainties 1n 
the 7 . 6 - Mev branching fraction and in nonlinear effects ( since we now 
can compare data at the same energy and the curvatures then cancel 
in the ratio) , \\le obtain for A + 6A the value 1.30 + 0 . 41 . 
50 
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
12 
The B - shape factor has an energy dependence of 1. 82 ~ 0 . 09 
12 
percent p er Mev , whi l e the N - energy dependence is O. 60 ~ 0 . 08 
percent per Mev , if the value of 3.0 percent is 'J.sed for the 7 . 6 - Mev 
12 
branching fraction , or O. 52 ~ 0 . 20 percent per Mev if only N data 
insensitive to this br anch are used , gi'ving 1. 22 ~ 0 . 13 and 1. 30 ~ 0 . 22 
percent per Mev , respectively, for A + 6A. The absol ute val ues of 
the individual shape factor s may suffer from important systematic 
corrections , however th ese corrections are not expected to appear 
significantly in the ratio and consequently have small effect on the 
quantity A + 6A. A val ue of 1. 30 ~ 0.41 percent per Mev for A + 6A 
results if the analysis is fur ther restricted to data in the energy region 
8 . 5 to 10 . 5 Mev . The uncertainties are only the statistical standard 
deviations , and therefore we must include the known systematic errors 
and corrections discu ssed in the preceding section and listed in Table 
VI. Thi s finally yields for A + 6A the experimental vaLles 1. 30 + 0 . 31, 
1. 38 ~ 0 . 37 , and 1. 38 ~ 0 . 47 percent p e r Mev . These values are all 
in agreement with the CVC theor y prediction of 1. 10 ~ 0 . 17 p ercent per 
Mev and not in agreement with the Fermi theory estimate of about 
0 .1 0 perc ent per lvlev . 
Since the first va l ue has the smallest error and represents the 
most extensive use of the avai lable data , which is internally consistent 
in that the quant.ity a from the branching fr action determination agrees 
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TABLE VI 
E rrors (Standard Deviation) 
Sour ce E rror in A + 6A(percent per Mev ) 
Sta ti s tic s O. 13 
a b c 
0 . 22 0 . 41 
C alibra ti on 0 . 00 
12 
end - point energy B 0 . 00 
N 
12 
end - point energy 0.18a 0 . 27 b 0 . 22 
c 
4 . 4 - Mev branching £ 12 o B decay 0 . 00 
4 . 4 - Mev branching of N 
12 
decay 0 . 04
a 
0 . 01 
b 
0 . 02
c 
. 12 
7 . 6 - Mev branchmg of B deca y 0 . 00 
7 . 6 - Mev branching of N 
12 O. 14 a b O. OOc decay 0 . 00 
Background correction 0.04 
+ .. HD contamlnatlon of He 3 beam 0.02 
Backscattering 0 . 00 
Annihilation 0 . 02 
Non - linear corrections 0 . 16 a O. 12b O. OOc 
---
0 . 3 1a 
b 
0.47 c Net E rror 0.37 
V a lue of A + 6A 1. 30 1. 38 1.38 
a 12 
E rror i f 3 . 0 + 0 . 4 percent used for the 7 . 6 - Mev N branching fraction . 
b 1 2 
Err or if N data below 8.5 M ev discounted . 
c 12 12 
Er ror if Band N data compared in energy region 8 . 5 to 10.5 Mev . 
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with the observed shape factor slope, we select 1. 30 + 0.31 as being 
the result of our experiment. 
This r esult strongl y fa vors the eve theory . Boehm , Soergel, 
and Stec h (33) have found a beta - gamma correlation in the decay 
20 - 20* 20 
F (13 )Ne (y)Ne with sign and magnitude consistent with estimates 
from the eve theo r y . Nordberg, lYlorinigo , and Barnes (34) have 
8 - 8* 4 
studied the beta-alpha correlation in the mirror decays Li (13 )Be (a.)He 
8 + 8* 4 
and B (13 )Be (a.)He and find agreement within limits imposed by 
a shell - model calculation of the relevant Ml matrix element. Pr ec is e 
measurements of the 0 14 deca y e nergy and half - life (7) have established 
that the beta - decay and muon - decay coupling constants differ b y only 
about 1. 8 percent with an uncertainty depending largely on theoretical 
corrections: WeidenmUller ( 35) has pointed out that a deviation of this 
magnitude is consistent with plausible admixing of collective excitations . 
12 
The analysis of muon capture in e (36) a lso appears to support the 
eve theory . 
12 12 
At this writing this comparison of the Band N is being 
performed at several laboratories , and even the difficult - 0 Jr ____ 1i+e+v 
branchi ng ra tio deter mina tion is to be attempted . 
There seems to be no anomalous behavior of the second -
for bidden axial - vee tor matrix ele ments to expla i n the mean shape 
factor of 1. 18 percent per lYlev, which s trengthens the possibility tha t 
thi s feature derives from a systematic effec t. 
53 
It is interesting to note that the relatively strong energ y 
12 
dependence of the B - transition matrix element accounts for the 
12 
failure of Hornyak and L a ,lritsen ( 3 7) to o b serve a B branch to the 
12 
4 . 4 -M ev state of C , and in f act gives a F ermi plot that is slightly 
concave downwards , as can be seen in F igure 16 . 
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APPENDIX A 
Spinology 
The Dirac equation is disc u ssed (38) in most books on advanced 
q ,lantum mechanics , and her e we mainly define conventions u sed in 
the text . The Hamiltonian for free fermions is written , in momentD~m 
space , 
where a :: 
H<jJ = (li. p + 13M) = Wtj! 
; 13 = E ~ ~F "1Y = (u u _ u ) , the x , y , z 
conventional Pauli spin matrices , and I is the Z x Z unit matrix. 
Equation Al is of ten rewritten in the cov ariant f orm 
where p :: 
(p - M) <jJ = 0 
~KKKK d Y W - -y. p an 
o 
:: 13 , Y o 
-» ~ 
-y = po.. In this l a tte r 
(Al) 
(AZ) 
notation scalar , v ector , tensor , a xial v ector , and pseudoscalar coupl -
ings are (qi<jJ) , E~-voK <jgFI Eqi EF oK iP~FD E~ivoK-vR 1jg F and E~-vR <jgFI respectiv ely , 
- + -_ I" ( 0 I) and "~ _- ~ 1 ( ) where y :: IjJ 13 , "5 v "o.Y r-< -'t p, '1 a. • So I 0 0. ;3 Z t-' t-' 
defined , the y's obey the relations 
= - 1 (A3) 
The 4 - component spinor, lj; , may be written as a Z-component 
spinor whose e lements a re in turn Z- component spinors , i . e . <jJ = ( t ). 
The Di rac equation then splits into two coupl ed equations 
(w - M) <I> = a: . p s 
(W + M) s = U · P <j> 
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(A4) 
The second equation is the basis of a nonrelativi stic approxi -
mation , since for small kinetic energies W + M = E + 2M '" 2M, hence 
1 s'V 2M (t . -P)<I> and it is possible then to ",-rite ever y thing in 2 -
comp0n ent nonrelativistic notation . Since s- 0 as p - 0 while 
<I> • nonrelativistic spinor , i t is customar y to call <I> the "large 
component" and S the" small component. " In the extreme relati v istic 
limit they are comparable . 
The matrix e l ements containing u and 'i- can nov;.' be redu ced j 
t o nonrelativistic form b y eliminati ng S and using the usual com -
mutation relations [ Pi , r j] = - iOij and [ :Ti , u j ] = iUk (ijk cyc1i.::). 
Thus , for exampl e , 
Simil arly , 
1 
2M 
"' - 2 1 
2M 
1 
2M 
<1>-1 
(AS) 
(A6) 
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Foldy and W outhuysen (39) give a more consistent method of ded:lcing 
the nonrelativistic limit which is , however , the same as the above to 
2 
order {vic) • 
T he nece ssary relativistic lepton wave functions can be handled 
easily by trace techniques . Consider the transition matrix 
1 -M = - [ t/J M(l + i Yr )t/J ] where the decay rate (neglecting nuclear 
.12 e ::> v 
recoil) is given by 
J 1 = ----;-4( 27f) (A 7) 
If the polariza tions of neither the electron nor antineutrino are 
[M12 observed , then can be simplified. 
vII 
2: -:/2- (li N1 (1+ i 'Y _)u )rz-
. 2 e j v 2 SpIn 
(1'..8) 
e 
since 2: u u = p + m and similarly for the neutrino . 
e e 
Using the 
spin 
commutation properties of Yo. ' '1 5 ' we obtain 
= 2[ 2 Re(M ' p)(M . k)* - (p o k)(M o M*) + i E R ~ Mt"MRp k ] 
o.t-'yv a. t-' 'Y 0 
(1'..9) 
whe re can be written in the more accessible 
form 
6Z 
::~ 
and vanishes ,vhen any two of M , M , p or k are equal . The allowed 
matrix element, G A <a-> accounts for most of the decay and we will 
illustrate the computation with this matrix element. T he quantity 
<0-> is an abbreviation for <00 1 (T I l - m> . where the states are labeled 
m 
IJM >. J 
Z 
I n eval.1ating I MI ,we must average over the initial states 
of the system and sum over the final states . For this p'..lrpose it is 
convenient to use the Wigner - E ckart the orem, which gives 
or 
<00 I 0- I I - m> = 
In 
<0 11 J il l> 
<0 11 (T il l> = ,.,f3 <00 1 0- 110> = ",[3 < 0- > 
Z Z 
(AI 0) 
The sum over all initial and final states 1S then I < 11 0- " > , Z = 31 <J > I Z 
z 
but since the initial state has three possible configurations , we must 
divide by three . In this way the average and sum over states gives 
and 
_ _ * I IZ 
<0- > . < ::r > - < 0- > 
Z 
(Al l) 
Inserting M a. = (0 , G A <-;; » into equation A9 and u sing equation 
All gives 
1 M I
z Z I I Z I ~ -
= ZGA <0- z> (Wk - "3 p . k) • (AIZ) 
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APPENDIX B 
Estimation of the M atrix Elements 
2 1 
T he strength of the electromagnetic coupling is "'47r ' e (e =137- ) 
thu s fr am the Golden R u le , 
2iT I M I 2D 
:: -------2w 
(Bl) 
w h ere D :: IS the density of final states if nuc lear recoil 
1 5 neglected. 
- . ~ 1 ( _ _ ) _ 1 
Now M = "J47r e - u x r x q - T from equation 10 and 
2 2 z 
Table I , and measuring from the z component of 
1 (_ _ ) ,_ 
- uxr wsi n B wherew :: ql 
2 z 
The integral 
3 
hence 
423 
r :: e w 
y 3 
2 
, 1 ~ ~ 1 I < - uxr - T > 
2 2 z 
(B2) 
12 
for the gr ound state tr an si tion fr am the 15 . 11 - Mev T :: 1 5 ta te of C • 
B y definition, 
a :: 
- G <cTT > A + 
gi v i.ng 
r = 
y 
4 2 3 2 
3 e w a 
2 
:: 
1 
GV < -2 
..... ~ 1 
axr 
2 
- G <7tT > A + 
T > 
Z 
1 
where the d eriv es from the T defined here differing from the 
+ ~O 
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irreducible + component of T b y this factor . 
z 
lZ . . . 1 G Z I r Z Since the ft val u e of B 1S Inversel> proportlona t o A < v
z
> 
f 14 Z ! I and the ft value 0 0 is in the same rel ation to G
V 
<1> , 
and therefore 
la! 
assum ing 1<1> ! 
= 
G Z I<v>IZ A z 
14 
= ,.,[Z for 0 • 
(B3 ) 
(B4) 
The matrix element "5r is reduced in Appendix A to the form 
1 
ZM 
we have 
Using the identity 
1 ~ E ~ ~ ~ _ ~ E~ -ZM ,( " r _ -- v p . r + r · p ) + v x r x p) + v . Q . . 
J 3 J 1J 
wher e Q .. = (p. r) . . + (r . p) . . as defined in Table I , but 
1) 1) 1) 
< li v (p. -r + ]=' . 1»11> differs from <ll v rZ II > only by the ratio 
<i. ll p · r + r . p il i.> 
<i. 1I r · ~ ff iK > 
(B 6) 
(B 7) 
when i. is the orbital angular momentum of the initial and final state. 
This relation is no longer r i gorous if other angular momenta are 
admixed into the p - shell . Similarly , < v . C .. > is given from 
) )1 
<II Cf.R .. Ii> 
J Jl 
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when multipli.ed by 
<£ Ii Q II £> 
<£ Ii R 11 .1: > 
(BS) 
where R .. is defined in Table I . Taking £ = 1 for the p - shell then 
1J 
gives for both equations B 7 and B S 
- 1 <2 
o 
+ -
or 
o 2 
r + r -- > I <r > 
or radial radi al 
Any choice of .l' will give this result; however the radial wave functions 
vary with .l' , and <.l' 'II QII £> has in general non - zero values between 
off - diagonal elements when admixing is present. The radial matrix 
o a 
element <2 + 8r r + r a; > depends onl y upon the form of the radial 
wave functions . In fact thi s matrix e l ement is identically zero if the 
initial and final wave f unctions are identical , an assumption usually 
made in shell - model calcul ations . If the wave functions are described 
by a single scale parameter {e . g . the quanti t y !3 defined at the end of 
thi s a ppendix), this matrix e lement is zero even when the initial and 
final wave f D~nctions are assigned different scales. T hus 
_ 1 E ~ ~ 
'{ . r - ?M Cf x £) :J _ (B9) 
and the expression u. x 1 can be reduced, u sing the i d enti tie s 
-- - - --- --- i --~ .-.-(TXo- = 2i"(T and A x (BxC) ;: B(A·C) - (AoB)C , to Z[ Cf(Cf d)-Ccr"d) Cf ]. 
Since <(; .1> = j(j + 1) -£(.l' + 1) - s ( s + 1) for single parti cle states 
we can estimate ysr b y assuming the extreme j-j coupling mode 
which gives for the transition E~ 1 2.) _ (.!:... l~F in (s.l' j ). notation 
2 2 2 2 . 
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i - - c; ~~ 3 3 
- < a:(cr . 1) - cr . 1) cr > '" - i<cr> , yielding b '" 2 2 4M i • 
Now to consider ( cr . r 2\. In the extreme j -j coupling model 
12 2 4 2 4 (40) the C nucleus constitutes a filled (5 1/ 2 P 3/2)(Sl/2 P 3 / 4 ) con-
12 
figuration where the proton shell has been written fir st. For B 
having one more neutron a nd one les s proton, the configuration is 
Em~/ 2)(P 3/2 P 1/2) with the filled 51/ Z shells implied but not written. 
The transition is then from a j :: lIz neutron to a j :: 3/2 proton, each 
coupled to the Em~/OFEm~/OF "hole" wave function having T :: 1/ Z, J:: 3/2. 
In calculating <cr > the coupling to the hole gives a common factor 
z 
(.,(2) times {j :: 3/2\ cr I j :: liZ) . The evaluation of the j -j matrix 
z 
e l ements is straightforward giving 
(3/2\ cr \ liZ) = 
z 
- cr 
z 
2--JZ 
3 
2 
<r > 
3 radial 
d 
Therefore, c :: In this model . T he transition matrix element 2 
(BIO) 
predicted from this model is about twice that observed experimentally, 
although the ratio cld may not be as far off. With this rough estimate 
as a guide the matrix element is computed from the intermediate 
coupl.ing model . This model is discussed extensively by Elliot and 
L ane (41) . The matrix e lement of 
(Bll) 
is computed for the Rosenfeld , Kurath and Serber force mixtures with 
the parameter s L/K= 5.3 , 68 , anc8 . 3 anda/K -O, 3 , 4 . 25 ,5.5 
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6 . 75, and 8 for which the energy matrix has been diagonalized by 
Weidenmliller (4Z) . The fractional parentage coefficients of Jahn and 
van Wieringen (43) were used to compute the transi tion matrix element 
1Z 
between the five possible eigenstates comprising the C- ground state 
and the eight for the B IZ or NIZ ground states . The resul t for the 
Rosenfeld force is displayed in F igure Zl . The Kurath and Serber 
forces give similar results . Only one value of a/ K gives the proper ft 
value for a given choice of L/K and force mixture , and when this 
constraint is applied the value of c/ d is found t o be nearly i n d ependent 
(with 1% f or the range studied) of L/K with c/d = 0 . 59, 0 .56, and 0 . 46 
for the Rosenfeld, K urath , and S erber forces. The first two estimates 
are probably more reliable since the Serber force mixtur e does not 
reproduce the l evel structure of even simple nuclei . From these 
estimates we conclude that large spectral deviati ons are not likely 
to de r ive f rom anomalously larg e val ues of the matr ix e l ements y_-; 
J 
To calculate the radial wave funct i ons we assume t h at the actual 
distribution can be fit reasonably well into harmonic oscillator wave 
f unctions with the same scale factor, f3 , for both the s - and p - shells . 
Then the charge density (normalized to unity) is 
per) 
Z f3 3/Z 
whe r eN = (-:-) 
s " 
Z 
- j3r Z NZ Z 
e + - r 3 p 
Z 
-pr 
e (B IZ) 
Z j35 liz 
= "3 (-.3) • The mean-square charge 
" 
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2 13 2 
radius is then <r > 
charge = 6p = 5 . 61 f (E xperiment) . The val ue 
of the mean-square radius for just the p - shell gives 
2 _ 5 
<r > -p - shell 2p 
15 2 
= <r > • In this fashion the p - shell gives 
13 charge 
1 - 1 
< - > = 0. 466 £ t 2 <r> = 2 . 42 f , and <r > = 6 . 48 f while the net 
r 
1 - 1 
charge distribution gives < - > = 0 . 544 f • <r> = 2. 22 f . and 
r 
2 2 
<r > = 5 . 61 f • 
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APPENDIX C 
C oul omb Corrections 
H a ving a situation where the Coulomb interaction is only a 
perturbation , we can use the approximate Sommerfeld - Maue wave 
functions (44) rather than the exa ct C oulomb wave functions . These 
wave functions are written in the form 
"- -C... 1 P • r C C-) q; r ) = e C i=) u p sm e (Cl) 
where C(r) = l'{.(l i 2W u.f))F 
FC" WI " "- -) Z 2 F = 1 Tj - ; ; 1 pr - 1 p ' r , T) = e p 
2 
and 1/ 2 1i Z e r (1 " 2) N = e + 1 Ze • C(r) is then a 4x 4 matrix that 
transfo rm s the fr ee Dirac s pinor for an electron of momentum p, u (Ii) , 
e 
into the appr oximate Sommerfeld - Maue spinor. Th e confluent hyper -
geometric function , F, may be expanded about T) = 0 and yields to 
2 
order Tj(pr) • 
where 
[ 1" _ ... ( 1" )] Co - 1 - T) WR - Z IT) U • P 1 + 2 1 pR 
C 1 = [T) ; p. R + ~ ~EaDoFEl + ~ i pRj - } ~ (a ·p)(p.R) 
+iq ·y c] 
o 
C 2 = [~ ~EaDoFEp D oF _~EqK-;FO+ iqD-;E~ i~ ~DoFg 
(C2) 
(C3) 
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.. -ik · r 
which includes the contribution e from the neutrino wave function. 
In the limit TJ --O this is just the retardation expansion which gener -
ates Table I in the text. We have d i stinguished the position '.'ector 
of the decaying nucleon , -;, from the d i stance between the decaying 
-- E~ ~ -nucleon and the other charges , R = r - r.), where r. 
1 1 
is the positron 
th 
vector of the i proton and the sum over .1 is to be performed after 
integration over ... r . 
The Coulomb corrections to the allowed decay are mainly 
derived from CO' while additional corrections of the same order come 
from terms in C 2 representing scalar spatial components. Since 
(i . r) (b • -;) = 2:.. (; . b) r 2 + (2:.. a b + 2:.. a b _ 1I-a. b) 6 '} (1' r _ 2:.. r 26 ) 3 2 i j 2 j i}\ ij i j 3 ij 
each term in C 2 can be rearranged into a spatial scalar and a spatial 
tensor. For the allowed transition {f both the scalar and tensor terms 
contribute since 0: can couple to r 2 to form another axial vecto r as 
we have seen. In addition , the couplings ({f' r
2
) will contribute for 2,3 
+ + l es s restrictive transitions such as 2 - 2. For illustration the 
correction derived from Co and the spatial scalar terms in C 2 will 
be computed. 
Since u - Cu then u - (Cu ) + p: tiC ,vhere C = pC + j3 and 
e e e e 
the sum over electr c '1 spins of 
L: C u U C - C( P + m) C 
e e 
L: u ,:i becomes 
e e 
(C4) 
Starting with the fir s ', expression in A8 and the replacement C4 gives 
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1 ~:~ -
"4 Tr [111 C pC k1~ (1 + i y s) 1 where N1 = - fP~ K <-;> for the allowed 
transition. The projections of <"(f> are summed over (All) and the 
- -identities I: a.f3a. = 3f3 ,L: a.a a . ;: a give 
i ll ill 
~ Tr [Cf3(w- <i· p)C f3 (3k - a: . k) (1 + i ),S) 1 which is easily reduced using 
C = Co + scalar part of C 2 and (n. p)(li. p) 
1 2 (1 - 21]R + - 1] L R) 3Wk 
3 W 
2 
= p to 
(CS) 
after averaging over the electron -neutrino angular correlation and 
performing the trace . T his is the so - called finite de Broglie wave -
length effect (32) and gives a correction to the ratio of the shape factors 
of bAde Broglie 
10 . 
'" - T 1]R '" -0.18 percent per Mev uSIng the decay 
radius of Appendix B. Gell-Mann and Berman (16) give a more con -
sistent analysis which includes the coupling of 1i with r 2 and dis -
tinguishes r from It with the result bA 1 b:; - 0 . 21 percent Cou om 
per Mev . 
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APPENDIX D 
O ther Eff e cts 
H e re we would like to touch on some questions that logic a lly 
arise f rom the foregoing discussion. 
Conserved A xial V ector C urrent 
It has been shown (4 5) that a conserved axial vecto r current is 
not possible. The most general axial ve c tor current is 
A - [ 2 J =( 4; i.Y Y5A(q)+ i qy-
a n a a ~ 
I n momentum s pace the conservation condi ti.on is q J A : 
a a 
l 2 - 2 2 -(M + M ) A\q ) {w I i y- I tjJ ) + q B(q )(tjJ Ii '(- ! lJ; ) = 0 p n ' n:> p n:J p 
0, thus 
(D2) 
whi.ch then r e q uires (M + M ) A ( q 2) = _ q2 B(q2) if JA i.s to be 
p n a 
d I h l ' ,2 0 conse rve . n t e _lmlt q - A(O) - G
A
, a nd 
(Mp + M n ) GA 
2 q 
(D3) 
which would mean that t he second term dominates at small q (i. e . 
nuclear beta decay) , contrar y to experiment (1 3) . 
Induced Ps eudoscalar Inte raction 
Since the n ucleon is s t rongly coupled to the pi.on and since the 
pion interacts via the beta d ecay interaction we have an interaction 
(in second order perturbation theory) 
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(D4) 
where F( q 2) E~ I il (1 + i'15) I c!; ) is the transition ampli tude for the 
e v 
decay ,, _ e + v. The universality hypothesis requires this decay 
to be coupled with the same strength as 7i -=---- fl + ~ , and the l atter 
decay rate has been accurately measured. 
For electron decay this gives 
m 
e 
m 
fl 
sec . CDS) 
(D6) 
assuming F(m" 2) '" F(O) (17), where 8 G A i s the effective coupling 
f or muon capture , 
m 
e 
1S from the smaller momentum transfer in 
m 
beta decay and 
fl 2 ( m -
7i 
2)( 2 2)-1 
m m - m 
fl " e 
is from the pion 
propagator. S u ch a term has only '" 1/120 the coupling of the allowed 
decay , and furthermore contributes only a second - forbidden term w ith 
momentum dependence similar to b . 
Uxl 
If the be ta -decay in t eraction i s mediated by a boson ( Uxl ) , 
then the delta i~nction in equation 14 is modified. It is simplest to 
write the correct expression in moment um space where the interaction 
is J & j3L , and & j3 is modified to 
u u j3 u 
I) M 2 _ q q 
a f3 x a f3 
2 2 
M - q 
x 
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(D 7) 
In the limit :Nl _ co this reduces to I) R whic h we have used. Although 
x u ~ 
M is unknown , the failure to observe the decay K -y + X imposes 
x 
the limi t M > Mk o 
2 x 
2 2 2 - 1 
For beta decay we then expand M (M - q ) 
x x = 
(1 + ~ + "' ). The energ y dependence at the end of th e spectr D~m is 
:k~ 
then estimated to be less than - O. Ol%/Mev , hence negligible for our 
inte rests. ThE q q piece gives an additional term 
u f3 
M - 2(.jj I ¢l (1 + i y _) I l)! ) E~ I ¢l (1 + i Yr) 1 <jJ ) 
x e :> v p J n 
= 
mM 
e n 
M 2 
x 
with neglect of the neutron - proton mass differences . The factor 
(DB) 
2 . _ 
( m M 1M ) < .002 and SlDce only the r term i n the retardation 
e n x -
expansion of (t(J I i y" Jl)! ) contributes , the effects of an Ux: are p J n 
completely neglig i ble here. 
O rbital C ontributions 
(
V -" ... 
It has also been pointed out 42) that if «1 + f.l ) 0- + I. > is 
dominated b y the orbital term , then a positive experimental result is 
actually not a test of the conserved vec tor current theory . W eiden -
1
< 11 1. 11 > I 
mUller (42) has estimated that 1 < 0 . 1 so , within the limit -
< II 0- 1 > 
ations of the shell model, the orbital contribution is expected to be small . 
E xperimentally this is supported in that r agrees so closely (17 %) 
y 
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with t h e value computed simply f r om < 11(1 + f-LV ),,11 >. The val ue of the 
quantity a given f ;r0m r automatically includes the orbital contri -
y 
bution. 
O ther Terms in the C. V . C . T . 
E xtending the isotopic spin formulation that gave equation 6 
give s (46 ) 
J (/3) 
a+ 
- .r-, [( - J...f' (_+ 0 0 + 
- ''11''- G py n ) . ",Z " a 'if - 70 a IT ) 
a a a 
+...[Z ( i: 0'Y T L.; - - ~ + Y a. T + L: 0) 
a. + 
- 0 - 0 - D~ 
+ (:=: y ~ F + (K a K 
a a. 
!{;: 0 
- K a K )+ ••. ] 
a 
(D9) 
Unfortunate l y none of the additional terms lead to any more feasible 
- 0 
exp eriments than the IT _ 7f + e + v decay and the nuclear "weak 
magnetism . " In a sense the n u clear physics experiment tests to 
some extent all of the above couplings , since the nuclear magnetic 
moment is not attributable merely to the pion currents . O n the other 
hand, the dependence 1S probably negligi b l e . 
Z 
The te rm " 0. /3 q/3 Geq ) in equation D l is usually omitted , as i t 
transf orms under charge conjugation differently f rom '{ a. '{S and thus 
cannot be induced by Y ,( r ' The conseq .lences of 
a. :) 
a small difference between the ft val ues (and also 
s uch a term ( 46) include 
lZ 
the q uanti ty a ) for B 
. .1Z f b 
and N • E ven i present, such a term would not e expected to v itiate 
the conclusions of this experiment. 
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A PPEN DIX E 
Spectrometer Alignment 
Three orthogonal sets of H elmholz coils wer e used to neutralize 
the earth's magnetic field at the spectrometer , the required current 
in each set being determined with an air - driven rotating loop magnet -
ometer . This was done for each di rection of the magne t current. It 
should be mentioned that whenever the magnetic field was rev ersed , 
the f ield was first run up to the maximum obtainable before any meas -
urements were made . The p ur pose of this was to s aturate any ferro -
magnetic material so near to the spec trometer as to pos sibly di stort 
its field . Thus we were alway s working with a consistent magnetic 
history . 
The physical arrangement utilized in aligning the spectrometer 
is i llustrated in F igure 25 . 
137 by placing a dr op of C s 
A small ('" 3 -mm dia . ) source was made 
2 
solution on a very thin mica foil «lO "mg/cm ) 
which was in turn held by an aluminum wire l oop. The O. 6616 - Mev 
conversion electrons were detected in a geiger - counter masked down 
to a 3 -mm diameter. The source - detector axis was brought into coin -
cidence w i th the symmetry axis of the magnetic field by positioning the 
detector end of the spectr ometer to give the maximum counti ng rate , 
reversing the field direction , and repositioning the counter end to 
again find the maximum . The detector was then set to the average of 
the se two positions and the entire procedure repeated for the source 
77 
end of the spectrome t er . The source and detector ends of the spec -
trometer w e re alternately adjusted until no further improvement could 
be realized. A displacement of 0 . 1 mm was detectible . The central 
bundle from the three-ring baffle was used for this calibration. 
The three - ring baffle admitted only three narrow bundles of 
beta ray s near the inner , outer , and mean acceptance angles . The 
G e;.ge r - counter was moveable along the spectrometer axi s and could 
be positioned to detect anyone of the three bundles . The identity of 
this bundle could be determined by moving the acceptance baffle in 
until the bundle was eclipsed. To determine the trajectory the counter 
baffl e was positioned to partially eclipse the bundle . This position 
a l ong with the radius of t he counter baffle and the count er posi tion 
gave two points through which the trajectory passed. With this informa -
tion the ring-focus baffle was constr u cted. The results were essentially 
the same as those shown in Figure 28 of reference 3 . 
137 
The Cs spectrum after final alignment ( ring - focus baffle 
in place) is shown in Figures 23 and 24 . 
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APP E N DIX F 
Backscattering , Annihilation , and Brems strahlung Losses 
Backscattering 
Wapstra {47 ) gives several empirical rel ations concerning the 
backscattering of electrons . U se of these r e l ations is simple and gives 
- 3d/ d l / 2 
Ib / I : f ( l - 2 ) (Fl) 
where I b/I is the fraction of the electrons backscattered within the 
dep th d and dl / 2 = 0 . 19 cm for backscattering 8 - M ev electrons from 
anthracene . T he value of f appropriate to back scattering with small 
energy l oss is no t known; only the value of f for total ba c k s ca t t e ring 
has been determined. Hencefo rth all backscattering mentioned refers 
to backscattering with small energy loss . T o estimate the total back -
scattering (d _ CD) we put an upper limit on Ib II by assumi ng that the 
form of equation F l is correct and taking the intens i ty of electr ons 
giving 1/4 the maximum pulse height to represent backscatt ering 
entire l y . I t shoul e~ be noted that the electron scattered f rom depth d 
d E 
loses about 2d · ( - dx ) of energy , t h us the e l ectrons under consideration 
must be backscattered within the first 1/8 of the crystal thickness or 
0 . 125 cm. T he experimental p ulse - height spectrum as s hown in Figure 
6 appears to have a very fl at tail , and it is this extrapol ated counti ng 
rate per channel \V'hich is used to derive the numbers in the text. The 
exp erimental pulse - height spectra then gi ve the results q uoted in the text . 
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Annihilation 
The annihilation cross section for positrons in flight is given 
(48) by 
2 1 2t4wtl 21/2 2 - 1/2 l w 2 in l w t( w - 1) ] -( w +3) ( w - 1) ] 
w - 1 
0"" = 7r r 
ann 0 w+l 
2 
wherer = e /m, w =W /m, and at 8 - Mev this becomes 
o 
(F 2) 
2 
0- ::; (0 . 178)rrr If the positron is not to be counted, it must be 
ann 0 
annihilated before penetrating more than about 1/3 of the crystal thick -
ness , otherwise it will be counted as discussed in the text. The prob -
abilitv , P, of such annihi lation is then given by o-ipN f/M where 
, 0 
2 - 26 2 
hr = 25 x 10 cm , i is the path length ( 0 . 33 cm), p is the density 
o 
(1. 25 gm /cm 3), N is Avogadro ' s number ( 6. 025 x 10 23 molecules/mole) , 
o 
f is the number of electrons per anthracene molecule (94) , and M 
is the mass of one mole (178.22 gm/mole) . The cross - section behaves 
- 1 
essentially as E , and altogether we have a correction 
1 do- P 
oA 'V - - P 'V - - = - 0 . 07 percent per Mev . Since the low er 
ann cr :J. E ann E 
12 
energy p ositrons are preferentially annihilated , the N shape f a ctor 
12 12 
will tend to slope upwards and reduce the B - N difference , hence 
the min'-1s sign. The mass attenuation coefficient, f.!. / p , for anthra -
o 
2 
cene is a bout . 035 cm /gm (49) for gamma rays of about 5 Mev , where 
- f.l x 
e 0 describes the attenuation after passing through a thickness · x 
of material of density p. This gives about a 10 percent probability of 
80 
observing at least one of the two annihilation pho t ons , and reduces 
our correction slightly to 
cA '1 '1' : - 0.06 percent per Mev . 
annl 1.1 atlon 
Bremsstrahlung 
The differential radiati ve c ross - section is given by (48) 
2 W d E dCT = CT B Z 
rad 0 E E (F3) 
1 2 2 - 27 2 
- ( .::.... ) where CT - = 0 .5 80 x 10 cm , W=E +m i s the total 137 0 m 
energy , E is the energy of the radiated p hoton , and B is a complicated 
function of E/E and E given in reference 48. 1£ the discriminator 
setting rejects particles with energy less than E d "- 1 Mev , then E 
must be larger than E - E (where E is the incident kinetic energy) 
o d 0 
for a particle to be lost due to emitting most of its energy via brems -
strahlung . Since E d « E o we can write 
. 2 
CT oBZ E d 
CT "-
rad E 
o 
W 
where the factor - has been set to unity . T he q '.lantity 13 may be 
E 
(F4) 
estimated from reference 48 to be roughly 4 under these conditions 
giving 
1 2 
cr rv - Z u . 
rad 2 0 The same parameter s as given above enter 
except CTf becomes 184 CT , with the result that about . 01 5 percent of 
o 
the intensity should be lost . 
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APP E N DIX G 
Penetration Correction 
F ig _lre 25 is an idealized representation of the baffle geometr y 
showing the quantities o' interest h ere . The baffle is ass.lmed to be 
uniformly illuminated b y beta particles , each of v,;hich would strike 
the center o f the anthracene detector cr )cstal were it not for the baffle . 
If a beta particle penetrates the b a ffle , then scattering of the particle 
from its ini tial dir ec ti on r ed.lce s the proba bili t y of striking the 
crystal. R oh r lich and Carlson (50) give the expression 
<c os 8> 
ave 
G (w ) 
o 
G(w ) 
for the average co S 8 of beta par ticle s ini tiall y with total ener gy 
(Gl) 
W after being slowed to energy W. 
o 
w+l aZ 
Here G(w ) = C.v -l) exp{bZ /(3) 
where w = W !m , (3 : p! W, and a and b are constants given in 
Table I of reference 50 . F or relati v istic beta particles 
, (zaz ) bZ G, w} - 1 + -- + • .. e 
w 
and altogether we hav e for the a v erage solid angle , 0 
<0 > 
a v e 
w - w 
'" 4 7T Za ( _ 0 __ 
w w 
o 
(GZ) 
(G 3) 
I t is conv enient to define a characteris tic penetration length x for 
o 
which < 0 > 
a v e 
equals the solid angl e to the detector, 0. 
o 
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dE n Since the - 10s5 1S constant and w '" w if :lLo is small , we have 
dx 0 
(G4) 
The approximation was made that all electrons are counted 
1 1 
which m u st penetrate baffle thickne s s up to - x , and 
2 0 2 < D > a v e 
is the probability of counting the electron for deeper penetration. 
The effective penetration length , x , is the distance for which it is 
e 
equivalent to say that all beta particles penetrating less than x are 
e 
counte d and none are counted for deeper penetration. The two l eng ths 
are related b y 
w 
- E 
1 1 d E ) -1 J 0 D - 1 x 
"' 
x + D m (-- < > dw 
e 2 0 2 o dx 1 ave 
w 
- E 
0 
1 [ 1 + 1 J ( -1 ] (G5) '" x w - w) wdw 2 0 w o J 
0 1 
2 
1 ( 87iaZ ) w h ere Wo D o '" - x in E = « w 2 o w 
o D o 
8;;-aZ 0 
From Figure 25 it may be seen that the acceptance area of the baffle 
is effecti v e1 :; increased b y a factor 
1 
- (s + x cot <1» • 
s e 
(G6) 
The obser v ed shape factors have then been modified b y a factor 
(1 + nE 2) \Nhere a. is given f r om equation G5 and equation G6 to be 
1 
a= - .£n 
2 
( 8nZ ) 
W 0 ('20 
83 
- 1 
' E 
cot<\> ( - 47i"aZms ~ F 
dx 
(G7) 
The experimental geometry had for these parameters , ~ ~ b(. 00 7 45)' 
o 
S :: 0 . 278, and tan <i> 'V 15 . The quantity a is g i ven in reference 50 
t o be 0 . 305 for electrons and 0 .297 
. dE 
for posItrons , and ( - - ) 
dx 
5 . 4 Mev/em. - 4 ( - 2 This yields a value of 2.2 x 10 Mev) for a . 
is about 
- 4 (-2. . The va l ue 2 . 4 x 10 Mev) , q.loted In the text , denves from the 
more generous assumption that all particles penetrating thickness 
1 
xo (instead of "2 x
o
) a re cO '.mted. The acceptance baffle should have 
been of n egligible import , since for it 
large, as may be seen in Figure 2. 
Sl. is very small and 
o 
s very 
In addition to the slight difference In the parameter a for 
positrons and electrons , ( _ dE ) 
dx 
is expected to be 2. 5% less for 
positrons than for e l ectrons (Fig . 3 , reference 50) . T ogether these 
conspire to gi ve 5 % less scattering for positrons and conseq uently a 
nominal average cor rection of 
.sAC penetration) = - 0.02 percent per Mev. 
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FIGURES 
85 
Fig . 1: 
12 12 12 
Energy level diagram of the triad B , C , and _ • 
Only the transitions and leve ls of importance for this 
paper are indicated. The notation is standard. 
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Fig . 11: 
. . . . 10 11 Pulse-heIght c1istnbut lOn of protons from B (d , p)B 
12 in the B experiment. The protons have passed through 
118 mg/ cm 2 of aluminum foil before being de t ected in 
the p - n junction counter . Arrow indicates the discrimin -
ator setting. 
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Fig . 12: Block diagram of the counting and gating circuitry . 
An external timer to gate the scalers on a nd off is 
not shown. 
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Fig . 15: 1 Z 1 Z Counting rate vs energy plot of Band N data. 
Branching end points are indicated by ar rows. 
B a ckground at zero and high field is shown . 
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